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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
GEOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES USED FOR THE 
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF SOIL STRENGTH 
AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR 
 
Determining soil properties involves extensive laboratory testing of samples at 
discrete timing and location. Non-destructive analysis methods, such as electrical and 
seismic, presents alternatives to means of gathering soil properties accompanied with 
increased flexibility due to spatial and temporal applications. This research examined the 
ability of seismic wave data to predict soil behavior such as stress-strain and pore 
pressures using a modified version of Duncan and Chang (1970). Friction angle 
predictions were also analyzed using shear wave velocity and a modified form of the 
Santos and Gomez-Correria (2001) equation. This research also analyzed the use of 
electrical data to predict soil strength properties such as tangent modulus and CBR values 
using electrical resistance and capacitance. Empirical models were found to accurately 
predict the triaxial behavior of soil using bender element shear and compression wave 
measurements. Phi-angles were also predicted using shear wave velocity. Relationships 
were established between resistivity values and soil strength properties such as tangent 
modulus and CBR. The ability to use seismic and electrical measurements is viable in 
predicting soil strength and behavior properties.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The process of determining soil properties has limitations such as time, cost, and 
feasibility. Traditional means of obtaining soil properties requires laboratory testing of 
remolded or field gathered samples which can at times be difficult to construct or gather 
while only providing data at a discrete time and location. Non-traditional analysis such as 
geophysical and electrical data have great potential to impact the means of determining 
soil properties and behavior. Geophysical properties are related to parameters such as soil 
type and structure while electrical properties are related to soil properties such as water 
content and soil saturation. Implementing these non-destructive methods of analyzing 
would allow for spatial and temporal data collection due to the ease of gathering data and 
the quick turn over for results. Geophysical and electrical measurements can be taken at 
in-situ field conditions with much less cost compared to the traditional methods of 
collecting field samples using drilling equipment. Modeling soil properties has been 
successfully done using hyperbolic and empirical relations (Duncan and Chang 1970; 
Akintorinwa and Oluwole 2018; Pegah and Liu 2020). Duncan and Chang (1970) found 
that soil behavior past the linear elastic region was best predicted using a hyperbolic form 
of equation, in which data transformed into hyperbolic space could easily represent tangent 
modulus and ultimate stress difference (Kodner 1963). A hyperbolic was found to predict 
mechanical behavior of soil from tube collected samples and corresponding seismic field 
measurements (Pegah and Liu 2020). A hyperbolic relation using seismic data with field 
data suggest that a hyperbolic can accurately predict soil behavior from triaxial testing 
paired with seismic data. Electrical data has been used to predict soil moisture contents 
when analyzing sands (Lu et al. 2020). Relating electrical measurements directly to soil 
strength properties has been done relating electrical resistivity to moisture content, 
plasticity index, and CBR values of in-situ field samples (Akintorinwa and Oluwole 2018). 
Even though this study used field moisture contents, a valid empirical relationship was 
found between electrical measurements and soil strength properties. Based on these 
researchers proposed relationships, soil behavior and strength properties are capable of 
being predicted with seismic and electrical. Relating electrical data to the industry standard 
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CBR test suggest that strength properties are related to either electrical resistance or 
capacitance. The use of both seismic and electrical data on in-situ field conditions suggest 
that these applications would be feasible to use in a laboratory setting where multiple 
ranges of moisture contents, densities, and soil types could be developed.  
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
This research seeks to improve the knowledge and understanding of these geotechnical 
principles due to spatial and temporal applications: 
Determine relationships between seismic wave measurements and soil mechanical 
behavior for easier analysis and predictions using non-invasive testing. This process uses 
seismic data from triaxial testing to develop relations and models of the soils behavior 
during both consolidation and shearing stages. 
Determine relationships between electrical measurements and soil strength properties to 
provide better analysis predictions. CBR values and related properties are believed to be 
related with either electrical resistance or capacitance values.  
1.3 CONTENTS OF THESIS 
Chapter 1: Introduction section including problem statement and objectives of this thesis. 
Chapter 2-3: Papers to be submitted with the contents in verbatim. 
Chapter 2: The technique to determine mechanical behavior of soil from triaxial testing 
only allows for measurements at a certain time and location. Geophysical data 
can enhance upon the modeling process for mechanical behavior due to spatial 
and temporal measurements. Constitutive soil models, such as the hyperbolic 
from Duncan and Chang (1970), have been found to accurately predict 
mechanical behavior of soil prior to failure conditions. Therefore, this paper 
sought to use seismic wave data from bender elements to predict soil 
mechanical behavior for consolidation and shearing stages of triaxial testing. 
Consolidation stage modeling was found feasible using the Hyperbolic Decline 
equation with shear wave data and void ratios as the variables. Shearing stage 
modeling was achieved by using the Hyperbolic Decline to relate seismic wave 
data as a dynamic modulus, then using the hyperbolic from Duncan and Chang 
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(1970) to predict stress and pore pressure behavior. Phi-angles were also 
predicted from shear wave measurements using a modified version of the 
equation from Santos and Gomes-Correria (2001). The model found in this 
research accurately predicts mechanical behavior of soils from the start of 
consolidation to the end of shearing. Empirical relations are found to determine 
fitting coefficients for the Hyperbolic Decline as well as void ratios during 
consolidation. Phi-angles are also accurately predicted using the power function 
modifier into the Santos and Gomes-Correria (2001) equation.  
Hurley, M. A. and Bryson, L. S. 2021. Mechanical Behavior Model for Soils 
based on Seismic Wave Measurements. Applied Geophysics. (to be submitted). 
Chapter 3: The process of determining soil subgrade properties can be time consuming and 
limited to discrete intervals and locations. Electrical measurements provide a 
means to determine soil properties at spatial and temporal intervals. Electrical 
measurements such as capacitance and resistance has been used to predict 
geotechnical soil properties such as strength and moisture contents. This 
research sought to relate resistivity to the common laboratory CBR test, initial 
tangent modulus, and stress values. Two different source locations were 
considered at different densities and moisture contents with a total of 33 
samples analyzed. Stress and displacement values were found using the 
WinSAS CBR software and a LCR meter was used to measure resistance and 
capacitance. Resistance was converted to resistivity using a geometric factor to 
provide better analysis relationships. Relationships between stress, CBR, and 
resistivity were found. Empirical relationships were also found that predict or 
mildly predict soil properties such as tangent modulus, peak stress, and CBR 
values from electrical measurements. 
Hurley, M. A. and Bryson, L. S. 2021. Electrical Properties of Soil Strength 
Indices. Transportation Geotechnics. (to be submitted). 
Chapter 4: Conclusions section that summarizes the findings from this research.
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CHAPTER 2. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR MODEL FOR SOILS BASED ON 
SEISMIC WAVE MEASURMENTS 
2.1 Introduction 
The geophysical properties of soil are related to parameters such as soil type, pore 
structure and stress history. These parameters are also directly related to the strength and 
deformation (as characterized by the elastic modulus) behavior of soil. Thus, there is a high 
likelihood that geophysical data in soils will provide a reliable means to evaluate and 
predict mechanical behavior in soils. In addition, to providing a more intrinsically natural 
(as opposed to a purely empirical) relationship for modulus, geophysical techniques are 
readily adapted to remote sensing platforms. Mechanical behavior of soil is commonly 
assessed experimentally from laboratory triaxial tests where properties such as stress 
history and stress state are controlled during consolidation and, drainage and loading 
conditions are controlled during shear. However, triaxial tests have limitations when it 
comes to quick results for mechanical behavior (Rodriquez and Lade 2013; Vega-Posada 
et al. 2014). Triaxial sample reconstruction can take more than one day to complete due to 
mixing, pouring, curing, and other attempts to control the reflective quality of in-situ 
conditions. The first half of the triaxial test typically takes hours of procedure to prevent 
pore pressure and represent actual consolidation an in-situ sample would have witnessed. 
Collecting undistributed samples for triaxial testing is one attempt to minimize the time 
and efforts of reconstructing samples. Field obtained samples though, are only reflective 
of certain depths and locations, while also presenting some issues with triaxial testing 
(Collins and Sitar 2009). Collins and Sitar (2009) gathered outcrop field samples by 
trimming and carving them into the size of a triaxial sample. During testing, Collins and 
Sitar (2009) found that some of the weakly cemented soils would fail before testing or 
could only be tested at a certain water content. Gathering field samples only provides you 
with information at a certain depth and location as with the outcrop samples mentioned. 
Other techniques use drilling type equipment to gather samples, but these too are only 
representative at discrete depths and locations. Drilling equipment is typically expensive 
and requires additional time to get results for mechanical behavior. To alleviate the 
limitations with triaxial testing and sample gathering, a geophysical approach allows for 
both discrete and temporal measurements while decreasing the time and cost associated 
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with determining mechanic behavior of soil. The goal of a geophysics-based approach is 
to have the means to easily implement a system that will provide direct measures of soil 
strength and deformation over a large spatial domain. However, to achieve the realization 
of this goal fundamental relationships must be developed that relate geophysical measures, 
such as seismic wave data, to geotechnical properties and behaviors. Seismic wave data is 
typically gathered using much smaller equipment than drills and can easily be implemented 
at various times and locations. Multiple seismic wave measurements could be taken at one 
location allowing for temporal data. Seismic wave data should provide better analysis of 
mechanical behavior due to ability of gathering multiple readings along with the spatial 
data obtained from seismic surveying. 
Predicting soil mechanical properties has been attempted by several researchers such 
as (Zekkos et al. 2013; Honkanadavar and Sharma 2016; Liu and Chen 2018; Pegah and 
Liu 2020) using a type of hyperbolic mechanical model. Mechanical models can predict 
mechanical behavior of half or the entire triaxial testing process. Mechanical behavior is 
determined from the outputs of a mechanical model typically consisting of material 
properties as inputs. Zekkos et al. (2013) used non-invasive seismic testing on municipal 
solid waste, MSW, to predict the confining stress using a hyperbolic function. Even though 
the focus of this paper is mechanical behavior of soil, the findings from Zekkos et al. (2013) 
supports the use of seismic wave data in conjunction with a hyperbolic model can predict 
mechanical properties. Honkanadavar and Sharma (2016) attempted to predict mechanical 
properties of rockfill materials using the hardening soil hyperbolic model. The predictions 
from the hardening soil model are acceptable for predicting the behavior of rockfill 
materials (Honkanadavar and Sharma 2016). Liu and Chen (2018) analyzed the hyperbolic 
proposed by Duncan and Chang (1970) based on limitations to rockfill materials with low 
porosities. Liu and Chen (2018) found that the hyperbolic by Duncan and Chang (1970) 
predicted the mechanical behavior of rockfill materials well until the strain reading 
exceeded 6 percent. Liu and Chen (2018) used an additional model to correct for higher 
strains above 6 percent, but the focus of this papers analysis is with strain reading much 
lower than 6 percent. The indirect findings from Liu and Chen (2018) supports the use of 
the hyperbolic by Duncan and Chang (1970) in predicting the mechanical behavior of 
granular materials at strains under 6 percent. Pegah and Liu (2020) used spatial invasive 
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and non-invasive seismic wave testing in the field to predict mechanical behavior of soil 
with a hyperbolic type of mechanical model proposed by Duncan et al. (1980). The samples 
analyzed by Pegah and Liu (2020) were in-situ gathered triaxial samples from tube 
sampling the bottom of drill holes. These four referenced papers all use a hyperbolic model 
to predict mechanical behavior of soil or soil type materials such as MSW or rockfill 
specimens. Two of these referenced papers use spatial and temporal data along with a 
hyperbolic model to predict mechanical behavior.  
The difference between work done by Pegah and Liu (2020) and this paper, is that 
this paper uses lab reconstructed samples and seismic wave data from corresponding 
triaxial tests via bender elements. Pegah and Liu (2020) used a model proposed by Duncan 
et al. (1980) while this paper uses a hyperbolic model proposed by Duncan and Chang 
(1970), which Liu and Chen (2018) found to predict well at strains under 6 percent. It was 
also found that seismic wave data, in conjunction with a hyperbolic model, can predict 
mechanical behavior of soil (Zekkos et al 2013; Pegah and Liu 2020) which this paper 
factors into the hyperbolic from Duncan and Chang (1970). 
This paper proposes to develop a type of soil model based on direct geophysical input. 
The class of model will be developed using a nonlinear, elastoplastic formulation for 
constitutive behavior. The proposed soil model will be capable of predicting the full range 
of strength and deformation behavior for soils from the consolidation stage through the 
shearing stage. It is emphasized that this research does not propose to simply develop 
correlations between geophysical measurements and subgrade soil properties. The 
proposed research will truly develop a new class of mechanical soil models that will 
facilitate near real-time estimation of the full range of consolidation and stress-strain 
behavior of subgrades using seismic measurements. This paper seeks to present models 
that will assist in predicting mechanical behavior of soil using seismic wave data. Seismic 
wave data is defined, for the purpose of this paper, as shear wave velocity and compression 
wave velocity measurements. Seismic wave data is used in this paper as a basis for 
analyzing due to the spatial and temporal implementation flexibility, along with the 
findings established by the previously mentioned authors. This paper seeks to use seismic 
wave data along with the hyperbolic model established by Duncan and Chang (1970) in a 
new mechanical model that predicts soil mechanical properties. The hyperbolic model from 
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Duncan and Chang (1970) and seismic wave data have both been found to predict 
mechanical behavior of soil, and this paper analyses them together using bender element 
derived data. The temporal data from seismic surveying allows for easier applications for 
hypothesizing mechanical behavior in relations to failure measurements during shearing 
stage. It is well understood that field measurements of elastic modulus can be obtained 
from shear wave and compression wave velocity data using field geophysical methods, 
such as multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) and Spectral Analysis of Surface 
Waves (SASW). However, the field measurements often only represent static conditions. 
Fundamental to this papers goal is the development of links between changes in state 
conditions (e.g. void ratio, degree of saturation) and changes in seismic measurements. 
These links can be developed using triaxial testing and calibrated using bender element 
data. 
2.2 Hyperbolic Representation on Constitutive Behavior of Soils 
The findings from Duncan and Chang (1970) provided a representation to predict 
non-linear stress-strain behavior of soils using triaxial data. Prior to the conclusions from 
Duncan and Chang (1970), prediction modeling of soil stress behavior was primarily done 
in the linear-elastic region of the stress strain curve. The driving influence on the research 
from Duncan and Chang (1970) was based on some earlier lab findings from Kondner 
(1963), which suggested stress-strain data could be predicted with hyperbolas. Duncan and 
Chang (1970) proposed modifying the findings from Kondner (1963), resulting in a new 
hyperbolic shown as Equation 2.1. Kondner (1963) found from plotting their experimental 
data that i1 E , the inverse of the tangent modulus, could be found from the y-intercept if 
the axis is transformed to strain normalized with the principal stress difference. Kondner 
(1963) also found that the inverse of the ultimate stress difference could be derived from 
the slope of the transformed data. Duncan and Chang (1970) also concluded that a failure 
ratio term could relate the difference between principal stresses at failure and the ultimate 
principal stress difference due to low strain readings. The failure ratio is shown in Equation 
2.2 as fR , which relates the ultimate stress difference to the stress difference at failure. It 
was assumed, by the authors, the relationship between major and minor principal stresses 
could be found using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion shown as Equation 2.3. The Mohr-
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Coulomb criterion provides the cohesion and friction angle variables while all the other 
required variables, to use the approach by Duncan and Chang (1970), are typically derived 
from triaxial testing. Many researchers have referenced the findings from Duncan and 
Chang (1970) in the geotechnical engineering community, recent researchers have attempt 
to build on their findings and provide improved modifications to this established hyperbolic 
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    (2.1) 
( ) ( )1 3 f 1 3f ultσ - σ = R σ - σ     (2.2) 
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′ ′ ′ ′+
=
′
    (2.3) 
where ε  is strain; E  is tangent modulus; fR  is the failure ratio; φ′ is the friction angle; c′
is the cohesion intercept; 3fσ′  is the effective confining stress at failure. 
Jia et al. (2020) proposed a modification to the original Duncan and Chang (1970) model 
to consider the effects of the confining pressure and relative density of soils when 
simulating deep excavations in granular soils. Although the application of the Jia et al. 
(2020) does not reflect this paper, the Jia et al. (2020) study does demonstrate the viability 
of using the Duncan and Chang (1970) model for in-situ applications. 
For this study, the equation proposed by Duncan and Chang (1970) is modified to include 
seismic wave data to predict mechanical behavior in soil. The previously mentioned 
researchers used seismic data in conjunction with different hyperbolic models to predict 
mechanical behavior of soil. Factoring in seismic wave data allows the user to obtain 
multiple measurements easier and quicker than field sampling. Seismic data also allows 
the user to obtain spatial data which represents a wider area and multiple depths than one 
field sample alone. One seismic wave survey typically provides spatial data over a much 
larger area than a traditional field sample from a drilling rig. 
2.3 Means and Methods 
This study developed equations to describe the mechanical behavior observed during 
the consolidation and shear phases of triaxial soil testing. The data used for this study was 
obtained from previously reported isotropic consolidated undrained (CIU) triaxial tests 
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with bender elements. Data used in the consolidation stage analysis were obtained from 
Muttashar et al. (2018), while the data used in the shearing stage analysis were obtained 
from Muttashar and Bryson (2019). A total of fifteen samples were obtained for the 
consolidation analysis. The shear stage analysis consisted of eight soil samples with seven 
samples being present in both Muttashar et al (2018) and Muttashar and Bryson (2019). 
Table 2.1 shows index properties for all thirteen samples. The fines content ranges from 
93.6 percent to 43.5 percent that was representative of a wide range of sandy soil types 
along with broad ranges for the clay and silt content. The liquid limit and plasticity index 
for these samples indicate that the soils were representative of low plasticity clays (i.e., 
Liquid Limit, LL < 35), intermediate plasticity clay (i.e., 35 < LL < 50), and high plasticity 
clays (i.e., LL > 50).  




Clay (%) Silt (%) SF/FC CF/SF LL (%) PI (%) 
1 93.4 39 54.4 0.58 0.71 43.0 11.0 
2 91 56 35 0.38 1.60 53.4 10.2 
3 93.6 65.7 27.9 0.30 2.39 74.5 31.0 
4 75 47 28 0.37 1.67 44.6 8.0 
5 77 19 58 0.75 0.32 23.7 4.8 
6 72 50 22 0.31 2.27 49.0 14.5 
7 - - - - - - - 
8 90 17 73 0.81 0.23 25.0 6.0 
9 60 32 28 0.47 1.14 41.0 15.1 
10 - - - - - - - 
11 43.5 23 20.5 0.47 1.10 38.0 12.0 
12 91.5 47.5 44 0.48 1.00 60.5 15.0 
13 60 16.6 43.4 0.72 0.38 20.0 4.0 
14 55.9 40 15.9 0.28 2.50 35.5 10.0 
15 75 29 44.4 0.59 0.65 30.0 9.0 
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Fines = % passing #200 sieve; clay = diameter ≤ 0.002 mm; silt = 0.002 < diameter < 
0.0075 mm; SF = silt fraction; FC = fines content = Fines; CF = clay fraction; LL = liquid 
limit; PI=plasticity index. 
2.3.1 Data from Consolidation Testing 
The sample preparation procedures are detailed in Muttashar et al. (2018) and 
therefore only briefly summarized here. Remolded samples were prepared for triaxial 
testing using the sedimentation technique. This technique involved mixing different 
amounts of clay and silt from source soils to represent different soil types and then mixing 
at high water contents to produce a slurry. After mixing each soil combination into a slurry, 
each sample was placed in a double-drained mold and slowly compressed (i.e., 
displacement rates between 0.025 and 0.019 mm/min, depending on samples being 
predominantly silt or predominantly clay) to a target height. The loading rates were slow 
enough to allow excess pore pressures to dissipate during loading. The targeted height 
produced samples with controlled void ratios and dry unit weights. Each sample was then 
placed into the triaxial testing cell along with piezoelectric bender elements at the top and 
bottom of the sample to obtain the seismic wave data while performing the consolidation 
stage. Again, the reader is referred to Muttashar et al. (2018) for specific details about the 
sample preparation and testing procedures. 
The consolidation parameters were calculated for each sample as shown in Figure 
2.1. In the figure, Point A corresponds to the initial void ratio, inie , at the beginning of the 
consolidation stage; Point B is the apparent preconsolidation pressure, 3cσ′ , resulting from 
sample preparation; Point C corresponds to the void ratio at the end of consolidation, eoce , 
which is also the void ratio at the beginning of shear; rc  is the recompression index and is 
the slope of the unload/reload line; and cc  is the compression index and is the slope of the 
virgin compression curve. The void ratios were obtained during the consolidation stage by 
measuring the volume change at each interval compared to the initial volume. 
Measurements from the bender elements were taken during consolidation stage, which 
provided the shear wave and compression wave velocities. The shear wave velocity at the 
beginning of the consolidation stage was set as ( )s iniV . Table 2.2 summarizes the 




Figure 2.1. Typical consolidation curve showing consolidation parameter evaluated for this 
study. 
As was previously mentioned, the apparent preconsolidation pressure shown in 
Figure 2.1 represents the maximum pressure that was placed on the specimen during 
sample preparation. The 3cσ′  values ranged from 39 kPa to 107 kPa for the fifteen samples. 
In comparison with data presented in Table 2.1, the preconsolidation pressures mildly 
correlate to the ratio of liquid limit and fines content. The initial void ratio values, inie , 
ranged from 0.22 to 0.94 with the average initial void ratio for the data being approximately 
0.59. The initial shear wave velocity measurements ranged from 102 m/s to 168 m/s. Upon 
initial observation, the variation in these initial shear wave measurements tended to reflect 
the variation of the compression and recompression indices, rather than the initial void 
ratios. However, given that the samples were remolded using the sedimentation technique, 

























Table 2.2. Measured data from consolidation tests. 
Name 3cσ′  (kPa) inie  eoce  cc  rc  ( )s iniV ( )m s  
Sample 1 54.01 0.74 0.52 0.246 0.107 105.00 
Sample 2 107.55 0.76 0.64 0.189 0.011 121.62 
Sample 3 64.54 0.88 0.75 0.139 0.017 102.75 
Sample 4 53.95 0.67 0.47 0.242 0.013 130.69 
Sample 5 85.08 0.47 0.43 0.049 0.003 168.38 
Sample 6 43.53 0.54 0.37 0.186 0.010 107.17 
Sample 7 39.16 0.70 0.48 0.229 0.018 115.67 
Sample 8 40.40 0.41 0.30 0.121 0.011 128.35 
Sample 9 62.27 0.56 0.47 0.100 0.013 161.41 
Sample 10 45.61 0.75 0.71 0.031 0.011 159.42 
Sample 11 55.00 0.32 0.23 0.091 0.005 164.47 
Sample 12 49.51 0.94 0.68 0.294 0.038 110.41 
Sample 13 47.00 0.22 0.15 0.072 0.003 136.01 
Sample 14 49.74 0.67 0.97 0.216 0.027 121.60 
Sample 15 51.38 0.33 0.23 0.147 0.012 119.52 
3cσ′ is apparent preconsolidation pressure, inie  is the void ratio at beginning of 
consolidation, eoce  is the void ratio at the end of consolidation, cc  is the compression index, 
rc  is the recompression index, and s(ini)V  is the shear wave velocity value at the beginning 
of consolidation. 
 
2.3.1.1 Analysis of Consolidation Data 
For this paper, a dense soil is said to have an inie < 0.4 and a loose soil is said to have an 
inie  > 0.7 based on the performance of Figure 2.2A. Sample 12 was used as a representative 
loose sample with an inie of 0.94, while Sample 11 was used as a representative dense 
sample with an inie  of 0.32 in Figure 2.2. The higher the initial void ratio the steeper the 
slope in Figure 2.2A when comparing Sample 12 with Sample 11. A steeper slope infers 
there are more voids in the sample hence the sample is less dense. Samples with initial void 
ratios under 0.4 all had similar slopes. Samples with initial void ratios higher than 0.7 all 
had similar steeper slopes, the ranges were set at 0.4 and 0.7 due to the slope performance 
of the shear wave velocity versus void ratio shown in Figure 2.2A. Separating the samples 
into three density categories allows this paper to analysis how the potential difference in 
densities can affected the mechanical model. Samples not included in the dense or loose 




The measurements from consolidation stage were normalized with the initial 
measurements for better comparison of the data. Since the initial measurements of void 
ratio and shear wave velocity are consider representative of in-situ derived data, 
normalizing the data with the initial measurements aids in allowing the user to apply this 
mechanical model to field measured values. By normalizing the data by both initial void 
ratios and initial shear wave velocities, all samples are capable of being analyzed together 
based on the similar performance shown in Figure 2.2B. The data in Figure 2.2A is not 
closely enough related to analyze, but the normalization shown in Figure 2.2B allows all 
the analyzed data to be easily comparable. All measurements started at the initial void ratio 
and shear wave measurement, and continued till just prior to the sample being unloaded. 
Measurements where not analyzed for the unload and reload stages because only a few 
values were obtained for each stage. The lack of multiple values for the unload and reload 
stages did not allow for adequate representation of these stages when analyzing for 
behavior. The last measurement taken in the reload stage was used with the loading stage 
data to relate the consolidation stage to the shearing stage which took place directly after 
consolidation. Figure 2.2 includes the loading stage data along with the last reload value 
prior to shearing. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Shear Wave Velocity and Void Ratio Relations where a Loose sample has an 
0.7inie > , Dense has an  0.4inie < , and Medium is between 0.7 and 0.4.  (A) is actual 
measurements. (B) is normalized with initial measurements inie  and ( )s iniV . 
When graphing the shear wave velocity versus void ratio the density of the fifteen 
samples effects the behavior as shown in Figure 2.2A. Dense samples performed like the 



















































like the dotted line. As inie  decreased from the dense range towards the loose range, the 
slope decreased as seen in Figure 2.2A. The medium sample had an inie  of 0.56 which is 
more towards the dense range of inie < 0.4. The slope of Sample 9 is much closer to that of 
Sample 11 as is the initial void ratios. Sample 11 void ratios ranged from 0.32 to 0.23 
during consolidation while Sample 12 ranged from 0.94 to 0.68, the magnitude in the 
ranges for void ranges increases with higher initial void ratio. Dense samples have less 
void ratio change during consolidation than loose samples. Dense labeled samples also 
tended to have higher initial shear wave readings than loose samples. Sample 11 had a s(ini)V  
of 164.47 m/s while Sample 12 had a s(ini)V  of 110.41 m/s.  
2.3.2 Data From Shear Stage Testing 
2.3.2.1 Triaxial Shear Stage Testing Data 
Stress-strain data along with pore pressure data were measured for the CIU triaxial 
tests according to ASTM 4767. Figure 2.3 shows the typical shear data obtained during the 
shear phase. Figure 2.3 presents the data for Sample 12 which was a representative loose 
sample. The mean effective stress was defined from the triaxial data as ( )1 3p  = σ + 2σ 3′ ′ ′ , 
where p′ is the mean effective stress, 1σ′  is the major effective stress; 3σ′  is the minor 
principle effective stress. The deviatoric stress, q , is the defined as ( )1 3q = σ - σ′ ′ . The 
stress-strain behavior for the eight samples analyzed performed like Figure 2.3A. Each of 
the samples had defined linear portions prior to elastoplastic behavior as seen in Figure 
2.3A. The corresponding pore pressure values to deviatoric stress were obtained and shown 
in Figure 2.3B. As shown with Sample 12, pore pressure versus axial strain were graphed 
similar with each of the eight samples analyzed in the shearing stage as Figure 2.3B. Pore 
pressures were reflective of the stress-strain behavior shown in Figure 2.3A with each of 
the eight samples performing like Figure 2.3A and 2.3B. The stress path given for Sample 
12 in Figure 2.3C shows that the sample was normally consolidated due to q  increasing as 
p′ decreases and the curvature is more convex where an over consolidated sample would 
have concave behavior. All seven samples analyzed with q  and p′were normally 
consolidated samples. Tangent moduli were calculated during the shear stage by 
transforming stress-strain data into hyperbolic space. This is done by normalizing the strain 
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measurement, ε , with the deviator stress measurement and then taking the inverse (i.e.,
( )1 31/ ε / σ - σ′ ′   ). Each value for strain had a corresponding tangent modulus value, as 
shown in Figure 2.3D, and was then graphed against p′ . The changes between the tangent 
modulus and mean effective stress for Sample 2.12 were 40 kPa to 0.75 kPa and 431 kPa 
to 249 kPa, respectively. This was found true for the seven samples analyzed, that as 
tangent modulus decreased p′ decreased also. The minor principal stress at failure for these 
eight samples ranged from 80 kPa to 124 kPa with an average of 99 kPa. The failure minor 
principal stress, 3fσ′ , was defined as the minimum minor principal stress measurement 
found for each sample during the shearing stage. All eight samples analyzed during the 





Figure 2.3. Measured Shear Data for Sample 12, where (A) is the stress-strain graph for a 
represenative sample, (B) is the pore pressure versus axial strain, (C) is the mean effective 
stress versus deviatori stress, and (D) is the mean effective stress versus the tangent 
modulus 
Figure 2.4 shows that the three representative samples for denseness from 
consolidation still perform in similarity when analyzing the stress-strain data. The other 
parameters shown in Figure 2.3 still perform similar for dense, medium, and loose type 
samples but are excluded due to redundancy. One may infer that the less dense samples 
have smother curves in Figure 2.4, but this statement is not capable of being validated 






























































































Figure 2.4. Measured Stress-Strain Data. (A) is Sample 11 a representative dense sample. 
(B) is Sample 14 a representative medium dense sample. (C) is Sample 12 a representative 
loose sample. 
2.3.2.2 Seismic Wave Velocity Data During Shearing Stage 
Seismic wave velocity measurements were recorded during the shearing stage, from the 










































































stress during undrained shear. Figure 2.5 shows the relationships between the mechanical 
behavior, shown in Figure 2.4, and seismic wave velocity data for a representative dense, 
medium, and loose sample. The elastic mechanical behavior of the samples analyzed is 
recognizable based on the performance of the shear wave measurements as the slope stays 
the same from the initial shear wave measurement, s0V  , until the slope shifts. Slope shifts 
are identified as the horizontal black lines in Figure 2.5 with each sample containing 3 as 
you progress from 0 percent strain, which is the location of s0V , towards the post failure 
region. The shear wave measurements represent elastoplastic mechanical behavior from 
the first slope shift until the next slope shift, in which the data represents peak behavior. 
Peak behavior represented until the last slope shift in which post failure behavior occurs. 
As the sample progressed towards failure, the slopes of the shear wave velocity 
measurements decreased or become flatter. The difference between the dense and loose 
samples is the ease of distinguishing the slope shifts. Figure 2.5A shows a dense sample 
where the changes are easier to notice when increasing in strain values. Figure 2.5C is 
somewhat less revealing of slope shifts but still easily recognizable post failure conditions 
regardless of densities. More measurements of shear wave velocity prior to failure could 
help the ease of determining corresponding mechanical behavior but all eight samples 
analyzed had distinguishable slope shifts of axial strain versus shear wave velocity. It is 
also noted that better noticeable changes in slopes are present with higher ranges of shear 
wave velocities, the dense sample ranged from 361 m/s to 297 m/s where the loose sample 
ranged from 238 m/s to 224 m/s. The first measurements at the start of the triaxial shearing 
stage were recorded as s0V  and p0V  shown in Table 2.3. Void ratios at the end of 
consolidation, eoce ,  were derived from the final measurements during the consolidation 
stage and are key in relating the consolidation stage and shearing stage analysis. Since the 
shearing started just post the consolidation, eoce  represents the void ratio during the 
shearing stage. Measurements for eoce  ranged from 0.23 to 0.98 for the eight samples 
analyzed. A relationship between compression wave velocity and stress-strain behavior 
was not concluded as was with shear wave velocity. A mild relationship was present with 
p0V  and the density ranges defined, as a dense labeled sample had higher initial 
compression wave measurements than a loose sample. Further analysis needs done on 
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corresponding compression wave measurements in relation to mechanical behavior for 
these samples. Initial shear wave velocity readings were similar in magnitude for all eight 
samples while the compression wave readings varied significantly. Based on the wide 
variations for initial compression wave readings seen in Table 2.3, the user is encouraged 
to use caution when analyzing based on compression wave and consider more shear wave 
measurements when analyzing. As previously mentioned, the shear wave measurement 
behavior is dependent on the density of the samples as axial strain increases.  







3 198.23 396.47 0.75 
12 237 1,557.00 0.68 
16 187 840 - 
7 266.57 1,540.17 0.48 
9 333 1,835.26 0.47 
13 295.08 1,733.57 0.15 
14 289.56 1,773.57 0.98 





Figure 2.5. Seismic Shear Stage Data. (A) and (D) are Shear and Compression Wave for a 
Dense Sample. (B) and (E) are Seismic and Compression Wave for a Medium Dense 









































































































































































2.4 Hyperbolic Representation of Stress and Pore Pressure Data 
2.4.1 Stress and Strain Data Analysis 
The initial tangent modulus values were obtained from the shearing stage data by 
plotting the stress-strain curve in hyperbolic space. Tangent moduli were derived in the 
previous section at each incremental strain reading, but for easier analysis and applications, 
an initial tangent modulus was derived by extending the straight line through failure strain 
values and obtaining the intercept. The difference in these two tangent moduli is that the 
initial tangent modulus is reflective of the entire strain data compared to the other which 
was at each strain reading. The initial tangent modulus process is shown in Figure 2.6 for 
Sample 13. The initial tangent modulus is determined for each of the eight shearing stage 
samples using this hyperbolic approach. Based on Figure 2.6A, the data is best represented 
considering all measurements through failure strain. The average strain value at which the 
sample failed was 1.74 percent determined from the intercept of the dashed line and solid 
line in Figure 2.6B for each of the eight samples. The initial tangent modulus ranged from 
22 MPa to 244 MPa. From the transformed straight line an equation for each sample was 
derived which provided a slope and y-intercept. The inverse of the slope gives the ultimate 
deviatoric stress while the inverse of the y-intercept gives the initial tangent modulus. 
Average values for the slope and y-intercept were 0.0122 kPa-1 and 1.79E-5 kPa-1. Average 
ultimate deviatoric stress and initial tangent moduli were 81.7 kPa and 58.4 MPa for the 




Figure 2.6. Stress Relation with Hyperbolic Modulus for Sample 13. (A) Typical Stress-
Strain graph, (B) Hyperbolic derived modulus. 
2.4.2 Porewater Pressure Analysis 
The analysis of the pore pressure during the shearing stage showed that for normally 
consolidated samples, the pore pressure curve exhibits similar behavior as the stress-strain 
curve. Thus, it was hypothesized that pore pressure data could be described with a 
hyperbolic type of function like the function used to describe the stress-strain data. This 
hypothesis was supported by work reported from Paul et al. (2014) who used a simplified 
hyperbolic model to estimate the pore pressure ratios of soils under cyclic loading. 
Although the hyperbolic model used by Paul et al. (2014) was specific to cyclic loading of 
a limited range of soil types, the results did show the viability of using a hyperbolic model 
to estimate pore pressures during undrained shear. 
Mapping pore pressures to Equation 2.1 produces a hyperbolic expression given as, 
i ult
εu = 1 ε+
U u
     (2.4) 
where ultu  is the ultimate pore pressure, which represents the asymptotic pore pressures or 
the slope of the straight line of the pore pressure versus line in hyperbolic space; iU  is the 
initial pore stiffness parameters, which describes the change in pore pressure with respect 
to a change in strain and is the intercept of the straight line of the pore pressure versus axial 
strain line in hyperbolic space.  








































Figure 2.7 shows the method for deriving the initial pore stiffness parameter along with 
pore pressure behavior for Sample 13. Figure 2.7A shows that pore pressures versus axial 
strain perform like stress versus axial strain which was hypothesized earlier. Figure 2.7B 
shows the hyperbolic transformation for Sample 13 to determine the initial pore stiffness 
parameter from the dashed line. All samples performed like Figure 2.7 with the average 
initial pore stiffness parameter being 57.1 MPa and ultimate pore pressure being 262 kPa 
 
Figure 2.7. Pore Pressure Parameter Derivation for Sample 13, where (A) is a typical pore 
pressure behavior through 6% strain, (B) is ultimate pore pressure and initial pore stiffness 
parameter derivation. 
Table 2.4. Hyperbolic Stress and Pore Pressure Parameters. 
Sample ( ) ( )-1 -11 3 ultσ' -σ' kPa  ( ) ( )
-1 -1
iE kPa  ( ) ( )-1 -1ultu kPa  ( ) ( )-1 -1iU kPa  
Sample 3 0.0134 2.72E-05 0.0038 1.85E-05 
Sample 12 0.0120 4.37E-05 0.0041 2.41E-05 
Sample 16 0.0131 7.67E-06 0.0037 1.73E-05 
Sample 7 0.0106 3.19E-05 0.0042 3.23E-05 
Sample 9 0.0121 8.98E-06 0.0040 2.04E-05 
Sample 13 0.0105 7.79E-06 0.0036 1.15E-05 
Sample 14 0.0133 4.10E-06 0.0036 1.40E-05 
Sample 11 0.0128 5.38E-06 0.0037 1.54E-05 
2.4.3 Failure Ratios 
Once the ultimate deviatoric stresses were found for the eight samples a stress failure 
ratio, fR , for each sample was determined. The stress failure ratio is derived as, 













































     (2.5) 
 where the subscripts ult  and f  denote the ultimate measurement and the measurement at 
failure, respectively. Table 2.5 shows the fR  values for each sample with an average value 
of 0.973 for the eight samples. This average value is representative of the values shown in 
Table 2.5 as it is similar in magnitude to all samples. For calculations involving the stress 
failure ratio, use of the average value is suggested. An ultimate pore pressure ratio, fS , like 
the stress failure ratio was derived as the inverse of the ultimate the pore pressures at the 
ultimate deviatoric stresses given as, 







     (2.6) 
where ultu  is the ultimate pore pressure measurement.  
The data for stress failure ratios and the ultimate pore pressure ratios for the test 
samples are given in Table 2.5. The seven samples analyzed with pore pressure data had 
an average fS  value of 0.320. Preliminary comparisons of the failure ratios and the data 
presented previously show that the stress failure ratio is mildly related to the plasticity 
index and the ultimate pore pressure ratio is mildly related to the initial shear wave 
measurement during shearing stage, but further investigations need done to determine a 
defined relationship between these two ratios and soil properties. 
Table 2.5. Stress and Pore Pressure Failure Ratios. 
Sample fR  fS  
Sample 3 0.97 0.29 
Sample 12 0.95 0.34 
Sample 16 1.00 
 
Sample 7 0.97 0.39 
Sample 9 0.96 0.33 
Sample 13 0.99 0.36 
Sample 14 0.98 0.27 
Sample 11 0.96 0.29 




2.4.4 Estimation of the Phi Angle from Shear Wave Velocity 
The intent of developing a behavior model that uses seismic wave velocity as direct 
input is to maximize the use of seismic wave velocity while minimizing the need for 
laboratory-derived data. To this end, a relationship between phi angles and seismic wave 
data was developed for this study. The basis for the phi angle function was the strain-
dependent modulus degradation curve equation for non-plastic soils presented by Santos 









     (2.7) 
where G is the strain dependent shear modulus; 0G  is the maximum shear modulus; γ  is 
the shear strain during shear loading; 0.7γ  is the reference shear strain corresponding to 
0G G = 0.7 . The shear modulus at failure can be written in terms of shear stress and shear 
strain at failure as f f fG = τ γ . The shear stress at failure is define from Mohr Coulomb for 
a non-plastic soil as f nτ = σ tan 'φ′ , where nσ′  is the normal stress on the failure plane at 
failure and φ′  is the peak friction angle. The maximum shear stress can be given in terms 
of shear wave velocity as 20 s0G = ρV , where ρ  is the mass density of the soil and s0V  is the 
shear wave velocity at the beginning of the shearing stage. Substituting these relationships 













     (2.8) 
The reference strain at failure was analyzed at maximum stress obliquity, fγ . fγ  = 
the strain value at maximum stress obliquity. Stress obliquity is defined as the ratio between 
the major principle effective stress and minor principle effective stress, 1 3σ σ′ ′ . Strain 
values were determined at the failure criterion with the values for each sample shown in 
Table 2.6. This paper chose to analyze failure as maximum stress obliquity because the 
data trends were fully capture, pre and post stress failure, for each of the eight samples. 
Strain values corresponding to 70 percent are shown in Table 2.6 as 0.7γ  and are very 
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similar in magnitude for all eight samples with an average 0.7γ  of 1.16E-4. Average strain 
value at maximum stress obliquity was 8.87E-2, all samples reached maximum stress 
obliquity at higher strain values than those corresponding to 70 percent 0G . It was also 
noticed that the strain at failure, fγ  was mildly correlated to percent fines. 
Table 2.6. Reference Shear Data 
Sample 0.7γ  fγ  0G  (MPa)  nσ'  (kPa)  
3 1.54E-04 8.17E-02 61.25 126.4 
12 9.84E-05 1.07E-01 90.88 144.7 
16 9.45E-05 1.07E-01 66.10 121.5 
7 1.94E-04 1.06E-01 129.77 158.0 
9 9.42E-05 7.84E-02 201.22 142.2 
13 1.05E-04 9.11E-02 201.97 119.5 
14 9.66E-05 8.27E-02 151.33 106.2 
11 9.42E-05 5.68E-02 283.85 120.1 
The initial evaluation of Equation 8 showed that the substitutions into the original Santos 
and Gomes-Correria (2001) resulted in poor predictive performance. The performance was 
significantly improved by replacing the 0.385 constant with a variable function.  This 













     (2.9) 
where A1 is the variable function. The variable function was plotted as a function of the 
normalized initial shear wave measurements, as shown in Figure 2.8. The normalized 
parameter is the shear wave velocity at the beginning of the shearing stage, normalized 
with a reference shear wave velocity, s(ref)V , of 150 m/s. This velocity was suggested by 





Figure 2.8. Variable function, A1 as a function of the normalized initial shear wave 
velocity. 
A regression analysis of the data presented in Figure 2.8 shows that the relationship 
between the variable function and the normalized initial shear wave velocity is described 













                                                           (2.10) 
where αφ  and βφ  are fitting parameters equal to 0.1272 and 1.9025, respectively. 
Equation 2.10 was subsequently substituting into Equation 2.9 to yield a shear wave 








ρV γtan ' = 





      ′  ⋅      
    (2.11) 
Figure 2.9 presents a unity plot which shows the predicted performance of Equation 2.11 
for the eight samples versus the measured data. The figure shows that Equation 2.11 tended 
to under predict phi angles with an average percent error of 10.7 percent for each of the 
samples. However, the performance of Equation 2.11 is assumed to be sufficient for the 
purpose of developing a framework for predicting the full range of shear behavior from the 



























Figure 2.9. Unity plot for phi-angles using Equation 2.11 
2.5 Development of Constitutive Model 
For this current study, the stress-strain and the pore pressure-strain behavior during 
undrained shear have been modeled quite well using a hyperbolic function. It was thus 
hypothesized that a more general hyperbolic model could be used to model the full range 
of behavior, from consolidation through shear failure. The generalized Hyperbolic Decline 
model was adopted as a base function to develop a geophysics-based constitutive model 
capable of predicting the full range of consolidation and shear behavior using shear wave 
velocities as direct input. The general form of the Hyperbolic Decline model is given as, 





     (2.12) 
where C  is a constant that is related to the initial value of y, which in the context of this 
study is the initial value of some mechanical parameter at some initial seismic wave 
velocity measurement; α  and β  are fitting parameters that are related to the rate of change 
of the mechanical parameter with change in the seismic wave velocity measurement (i.e., 
slope of the function) and the degree to which the seismic wave velocity measurement is 
related to the mechanical parameter (i.e., degree of curvature of the function), respectively.  
2.5.1 Consolidation Stage Modeling with the Hyperbolic Decline Model 
For the consolidation stage modeling, void ratios were used as the independent 























the effort presented herein, only the loading behavior of the consolidation stage was 
modelled.  Although the slope of the consolidation curve is determined as a function of the 
material type and the preconsolidation pressure is determined as a function the stress 
history, the location of the consolidation curve in e - logσ′ space is a function of the initial 
conditions. For this reason, the incremental void ratio measurements during consolidation 
were normalized to the void ratio at the beginning of consolidation as inie e  and the 
corresponding shear wave velocity measurements were normalized to the shear wave 
velocity at the beginning of consolidation as ( )s s iniV V . Substituting the normalized shear 
wave velocity and the normalized void ratio into Equation 2.12 as the independent variable 
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                                    (2.13) 
Figure 2.10 shows the application of Equation 2.13 for the representative dense, medium 
dense, and loose samples. The figure shows the Hyperbolic Decline model is very well 
suited to describe the loading behavior of the samples during the consolidation stage. The 
2R values from the dense, medium dense and loose samples were 0.993, 0.995, and 0.993, 
respectively. Applying Equation 2.13 to the consolidation loading stage data for all the test 
samples produced results similar to those shown in Figure 2.10 with the average 2R value 
for samples of 0.948. The fitting coefficients for all the soil samples are given in Table 2.7. 
The C coefficient given in the table represents the normalized void ratio at an implausible 
condition of the normalized shear wave velocity being zero. Thus, it is doubtful the C
coefficient can be related to a purely state condition. The data in Table 2.7 show that the 
C coefficient tends to go above 2 when the cα parameter is less than 1 and tends towards 
1.0 when the cα  parameter is above 10. The cα  parameter is related to the slope of the line. 
Therefore, the cα  parameter is assumed to be related to some material characteristic or 
initial stress condition. The cβ  parameter also is assumed to be related to some material 
characteristic or initial stress condition, given that it is related to the degree of curvature of 
the line. The data in Table 2.7 shows that the cβ  parameter becomes a negative number 
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when the cα  parameter is greater than 4. Empirical approaches to obtain the fitting 
coefficients are evaluated in subsequent section. However, more research is needed to 




Figure 2.10. Normalized Shear Wave versus Void Ratio. Where the dashed line represents 
the Hyperbolic Decline model, and the solid line represents the actual data. (A) represents 













































































Table 2.7. Hyperbolic Parameters for Consolidation Stage. 
Name cα  cβ  C  2R  
Sample 1 4.13 -1.34 1.35 0.993 
Sample 2 25.53 -15.60 1.06 0.988 
Sample 3 0.05 3.77 3.15 0.979 
Sample 4 0.70 1.34 2.26 0.898 
Sample 5 0.34 7.27 1.54 0.508 
Sample 6 1.06 1.31 1.90 0.987 
Sample 7 0.70 1.66 2.10 0.995 
Sample 8 1.19 1.30 1.79 0.979 
Sample 9 10.06 -2.81 1.13 0.995 
Sample 10 32.18 -9.44 1.04 0.997 
Sample 11 1.69 1.10 1.60 0.993 
Sample 12 0.15 2.28 3.43 0.933 
Sample 13 1.22 1.10 1.82 0.992 
Sample 14 3.26 0.47 1.34 0.994 
Sample 15 4.11 -1.12 1.33 0.997 
 
2.5.2 Shear Stage Modeling with the Hyperbolic Decline Model  
As was previous mentioned, the shear stage was also described using the Hyperbolic 
Decline model. For the consolidation stage, the Hyperbolic Decline model was used to 
define the variation of volumetric strain with respect to variation of the shear wave velocity. 
However, there is no volume change during undrained shear; therefore, there is no change 
in void ratio. For undrained shear, the model was used to define the variation of the axial 
strain with respect to variation of shear wave velocity.  The Hyperbolic Decline model for 
the shear stage was defined such that the independent variable is the axial strain and the 
dependent variable a normalized shear wave velocity. The normalized shear wave velocity 
here is the incremental shear wave measurements normalized with the shear wave velocity 
at the beginning of shear, given as s s0V V . The general form of the shear stage Hyperbolic 











    (2.14) 
where the s subscripts on the fitting coefficients denote shearing stage. The sC coefficient 
in Equation 2.14 is the normalized shear wave velocity at zero strain; therefore, it is equal 
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to 1. The sα  fitting parameter is related to the rate of change of the shear wave velocity 
with change in the axial strain. The sβ  fitting parameter is related to the degree to which 
the axial strain is related to the shear wave velocity. Rearranging Equation 2.14 such that 
axial strain becomes the dependent variable, allows the shear wave velocity to be used as 
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     (2.15) 
Equation 2.15 was applied to the shear stage data for the representative dense, medium 
dense, and loose samples as shown in Figure 2.11. As with the model performance for the 
consolidation stage date, the Hyperbolic Decline model describes axial strain under 
undrained shear very well. Table 2.8 presents the fitting coefficients for all the shear test 
samples. From the data presented in the tables, the average values for the fitting coefficients 
do not accurately represent these samples. This could possibly be due to a sample 
preparation factor since these were remolded samples, more analysis needs done to directly 




Figure 2.11. Performance of Hyperbolic with Bender Element Shear Wave Data. (A) 
Represents a dense sample, (B) represents a medium dense sample, and (C) represents a 
loose sample. The solid line represents the actual data, and the dashed line represents the 





















































































Table 2.8. Shear Wave Velocity Hyperbolic Parameters. 
Sample sα  sβ  2R  
 3 0.25 1.68 0.935 
 12 0.70 12.35 0.993 
 16 0.55 10.34 0.993 
 7 0.09 41.70 0.950 
 9 0.05 15.85 0.993 
13 0.01 18.93 0.961 
 14 0.09 12.21 0.989 
 11 0.03 17.00 0.994 
 
2.5.3 Elastic Parameters Defined using Shear Wave Velocity 
To account for seismic wave applications a tangent modulus was derived using the 
relationship between shear modulus and tangent modulus, while factoring in a poissons 
ratio from seismic wave values. The relationship for poissons ratio and initial seismic 
waves measurements is shown as Equation 2.16. Using Equation 2.16 and the initial shear 
modulus, shown in Table 2.6, results in the dynamic tangent modulus, DE  shown as 
Equation 2.17. A dynamic tangent modulus was determined for each of the eight samples 
using actual data. The average poissons ratio for the eight samples shown in Table 2.9 is 
0.46 which could be using when applying Equation 2.17, but this analysis used the actual 
poisson ratios. Using the initial shear and seismic measurements allows for a modulus that 
is reflective of seismic behavior. As shown in Table 2.7, the new dynamic modulus does 







V - 2 V
ν = 
2 V - V
⋅
⋅
                                                           (2.16) 
where p0V  is the initial compression wave velocity value and s0V  is the initial shear wave 
velocity value. 
( )D 0E = G 2 1 + ν⋅                                                          (2.17) 
 
where 0G is the initial shear modulus and ν  is poissons ratio. 
2.5.3.1 Relating Dynamic Modulus and Initial Tangent Moduli  
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A correction to Equation 2.17 was applied to make DE  more reflective of iE . The 
data points in Figure 2.12 shows the relationship between the two moduli. A trendline was 
fit through the data points in Figure 2.12 using CurveExpert Professional version 2.6.5 ( 
https://www.curveexpert.net/) by Hyams Development. Two points were not factored into 
the trendline shown as the open circles in Figure 2.12. These two outliers were identified 
due to their obscurities from the other data which is possibly due to sample preparation. 
The trendline resulted in the power function shown as Equation 2.7 with the two fitting 
parameters α  and β which are 0.0036 and 1.641. Equation 2.7 and the fitting parameters 
are based on MPa units since Figure 2.12 is in MPa. Equation 2.7 was converted to kPa 
shown as Equation 8 for easier applications. Equation 2.7 fits the actual data good with an 
2R  value of 0.93. 
 










                                                            (2.18) 
where iE  is the initial tangent modulus in MPa; DE  is the dynamic modulus in MPa; refE  
is a reference modulus = 1 MPa; tα  is a regression coefficient related to the intercept of 
the power function = 0.0036; and tβ  is a regression coefficient related to the slope of the 
power function = 1.614. 


























Applying Equation 2.18 for each sample provided a new modulus. This new modulus 
is referred to as the static modulus or SE  shown in Table 2.9. As seen in Table 2.9, the 
static modulus is much smaller in magnitude than the dynamic modulus but much closer 
to the actual iE  based on magnitude. Figure 2.13 shows how SE  and DE  perform when 
predicting stress-strain behavior. The static modulus tends to predict the actual behavior 
better than the dynamic modulus for all samples analyzed. Figure 2.14 shows the difference 
between SE  and DE when predicting pore pressure behavior in which the static modulus 
predicts better also. Table 2.9 shows how SE  and DE  compared to the initial tangent 
modulus for each of the eight samples where the static modulus is much closer in 
magnitude to the initial. 
Table 2.9. Tangent Moduli Related Data 
Sample iE  (MPa)  DE  (MPa)  SE  (MPa)  ν  
3 36.764 163.340 13.529 0.33 
12 22.861 270.492 30.539 0.49 
16 130.446 194.865 17.988 0.47 
7 31.346 385.312 54.059 0.48 
9 111.387 596.802 109.538 0.48 
13 128.369 599.897 110.456 0.49 
14 244.028 449.837 69.406 0.49 
11 185.942 842.106 190.951 0.48 
2.6 Geophysical Representations using the Hyperbolic Model 
A prediction model of stress and strain was determined using a modified version of 
Equation 2.1 from Duncan and Chang (1970) by using both Equation 2.15 and Equation 
2.18. Substituting in Equation 2.15 for strain and Equation 2.18 for tangent modulus results 
in Equation 2.19. Equation 2.19 is graphed in Figure 2.13 using the dynamic modulus. Due 
to the correction established in Equation 2.18, the static modulus is factored into a 
prediction model for stress and strain via Equation 2.20. The comparison between DE  and 
SE  is shown for three different density types in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.13A represents a 
dense sample, Figure 2.13B represents a medium dense sample, and Figure 2.13C 
represents a loose sample. Using the static modulus provides a better representation of the 
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actual data as seen in Figure 2.13 in which using Equation 2.20 resulted in a better 
performance regardless of the density classification. Using Equation 2.19 or DE  resulted 
in much stiffer predictions than the actual measured data. Figure 2.13 used the actual FR  
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                      (2.19) 
where ρ is density, s0V  and p0V  are the shear and compression wave measurements at the 
beginning of shear, fR  is the failure ratio, 'φ  is the friction angle, c'  is cohesion, 3fσ'  is 
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Figure 2.13. Stress-Strain Performance with DE  and SE .  (A) is Sample 11 a 
representative dense sample. (B) is Sample 22 a representative medium sample. (C) is 
Sample 12 a representative loose sample.  
A similar approach was taken to predict pore pressures using the same process as 
stress. The only change to Equation 2.19 is the ultimate pore pressure ratio was used instead 


















































































values were used for this analysis, but the user would be safe to use the average values. 
Figure 2.14 shows the predictions for pore pressures for the representative dense, medium, 
and loose samples where the static modulus predicts better than the dynamic modulus using 
Equation 2.22. Further analysis needs done to better determine a valid relationship to the 
shapes and performance of the static and dynamic moduli for both stress and pore pressure 
behavior. As seen for both stress and pore pressure, the static modulus corrections in 
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                  (2.21) 
where ρ is density, s0V  and p0V  are the shear and compression wave measurements at the 
beginning of shear, fS  is the failure ratio, 'φ  is the friction angle, c′ is cohesion, 3fσ'  is the 
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Figure 2.14. Pore Pressure versus Axial Strain predictions using DE  and SE . (A)  is 
Sample 11 a representative dense sample. (B) is Sample 22 a representative medium 






































































2.7 Empirical Equations for Model Parameters 
The three fitting parameters used in the Hyperbolic Decline equation for consolidation 
stage were analyzed using the curve fitting software, CurveExpert Professional version 
2.6.5 ( https://www.curveexpert.net/) by Hyams Development. The intent was to develop 
empirical relationships between cα , cβ , C , and some soil property. Using the data 
provided in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 resulted in a relationship with the fitting parameters, 
apparent preconsolidation pressure ( )3cσ′ , and plasticity index ( )PI . Factoring in the soil 
property PI was found to help correlate the relationship between cα  and 3cσ′ . To make the 
three parameters easier to derive, cβ  and C  were related to cα . The relationship for cα is 
shown as Equation 2.23: 
                   
[ ] ( ){ }23cc a a a 3c
1
α  = 
α  + β σ PI + δ σ PI′ ′  ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
                                 (2.23)  
where PI is plasticity index in decimal, aα  is 2.451, aβ  is -0.429, aδ  is 0.019, and 3cσ′  is 
the apparent preconsolidation pressure. 
Equation 2.23, which is shown in Figure 2.15, correlates with the actual data with a 2R
value of 0.90. Equation 2.18 is valid for ( )3cσ PI 12′ ⋅ < . Plasticity indices and confining 
stress would be provided from field measurements. Figure 2.15 consist of a few outliers 




Figure 2.15. Performance of Equation 23 where the dashed line represents Equation 23 
predictions, and the data points are actual measured data.  
Empirical relations for the cβ  coefficient from the Hyperbolic Decline equation was found 
using Equation 2.24. Equation 2.24 has the dependent variable as c cβ α  , this was needed 
to correlate the behavior of Figure 2.16. Equation 2.24 relates to the actual data with a 2R
value of 0.96 as shown in Figure 2.15. The reader would determine cα from Equation 2.18 
to solve for cβ . This empirical relationship is more representative for c1 α 5≤ ≤ but can 
predict reasonable values for an cα 1≤ . 
( ) bδc b c b
c
β  = α α  - β
α
⋅                                              (2.24) 













Figure 2.16. Performance of Equation 24, where the dashed line is Equation 24 and the 
data points are actual measured data values. 
The third coefficient, C , from the hyperbolic decline was best represented by the power 
function shown as Equation 2.25. The predictions of C  using Equation 2.25 is valid for 
any range of cα  with a 
2R  value of 0.85. Figure 2.17 may contain minor outliers but for 
the most part all samples are predicted good using Equation 2.25. 
( ) qβq cC = α α⋅                                            (2.25) 
where qα  and qβ are 1.839 and -0.189. 
 
Figure 2.17. Performance of Equation 25 where the data points are measured data and the 
dashed line is Equation 25 predictions. 
The relationship between initial void ratios and void ratio at the end of consolidation 
was found using the power function shown in Equation 2.26. The performance of Equation 
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range of void ratios since the prediction is representative of the fifteen samples used. The 
shifted power function shown as Equation 2.26 represents a prediction of eoce with the 
parameters eα  and eβ  as 0.861 and 1.136. 
( ) eβeoc iniee =  α e ⋅                                              (2.26) 
where eα  is 0.861, eβ  is 1.136, eoce  is at the beginning of shear and inie  is at the beginning 
of consolidation. 
 
Figure 2.18. Void Ratio Relationship during Consolidation, where the dashed line 
represents Equation 2.26, and the data points are actual data measurements. 
2.8 Conclusions 
This research presented the ability to predict mechanical behavior of soil using 
seismic wave data. Bender element data from consolidation and shearing stages of triaxial 
testing was used to develop models for stress and pore pressure predictions. The hyperbolic 
decline equation was used to accurately predict void ratios using shear wave velocity values 
during consolidation, while empirical relationships were established to determine the three 
fitting parameters, cα , cβ , and C , used in the hyperbolic decline. Mechanical behavior 
during the shearing stage of triaxial testing was predicted using shear and compression 
wave velocities. Strain values for shearing stage predictions were determined using the 
hyperbolic decline and shear wave velocity measurements. The strain from the hyperbolic 
decline was then used in the proposed hyperbolic by Duncan and Chang (1970), which 
accurately predicted shearing stage behavior for stress and pore pressure. A dynamic 
tangent modulus was found from seismic wave data and corrected based on its relationship 
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accurately predict the mechanical behavior when used in hand with the hyperbolic from 
Duncan and Chang (1970) and seismic strain values from the hyperbolic decline. 
This research also found that phi-angles can accurately be predicted using seismic 
wave data. Shear wave values taken at the beginning of triaxial consolidation were used to 
correct the equation found by Santos and Gomes-Correria (2001). The performance of the 
corrected equation predicted phi-angles for the eight samples analyzed with failure 




CHAPTER 3. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL STRENGTH INDICES 
3.1 Introduction 
The process of determining geotechnical soil properties can be costly and time 
consuming. Properties such as initial tangent modulus, soil resilient modulus, and soil 
strength, involves laboratory tests that are limited in feasibility. Traditional laboratory test 
only provides discrete information at a certain condition, time, or location. The use of 
electrical data measurements has the probability to help determine soil related properties 
such as void ratios, water content, soil salinity, and grain sizes. One of the more notable 
electrical applications is for soil water content characteristics. These derivations are mainly 
from water content predictions based on some form of electrical measurement such as 
voltage or resistance. Recent studies have found that electrical data can relate to soil water 
contents via predicting soil water retention curves (Rao and Singh 2010; Lu et al. 2020). 
Soil moisture contents of a soil sample placed in a pressurized chamber could be found 
using voltage measurements across the sample (Rao and Singh 2010). Soil moisture 
contents of sands can be predicted based on electrical measurements from samples as the 
samples air dried, while presenting deviations in water content and matric suction that 
correlated with resistivity measurements (Lu et al. 2020). Electrical measurements have 
also been found to predict chemical composition properties such as carbon content and soil 
salinity (Kargas and Kerkides 2010; Choo et al. 2014). Electrical conductivity and 
dielectric constants were found to determine salinity values of sandy soils as moisture 
contents varied (Kargas and Kerkides 2010). Even though this research is not geotechnical 
engineering focused, this research presented findings that may suggest sand classification 
type and moisture content could be related to conductivity given that different sands have 
varying amounts of salt in them. It is also found that conductivity values of fly ash type 
slurry are related to carbon content of the material (Choo et al. 2014). Based on these 
finding, one can conclude electrical conductivity is probably related to soil chemical 
composition rather than geotechnical properties but given that electrical data can be used 
to analysis soil, an approach to determine engineering strength properties using a form of 
electrical measurements remains plausible.   
Relating electrical measurements such as resistivity to soil erosion venerability was 
done to predict soil behavior near bridge abutments (Karim and Tucker-Kulesza 2018). 
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Electrical resistivity was found to predict critical shear stress along with relations to soil 
properties such as particle size (Karim and Tucker-Kulesza 2018). Different testing 
standards using electrical resistivity have concluded that a proposed box test method using 
resistivity was found to reasonably determine moisture contents in relation to grain sizes 
(Parsons et al. 2019). This study shows that resistivity can be a valid electrical 
measurement in determining soil properties while the previous study found that resistivity 
can be valid in predicting soil behavior. It is also found that resistivity could predict initial 
tangent modulus of cement mortar along with empirical relations for predicting unit weight 
(Vipulanandan and Garas 2008), these findings suggest that resistivity could be used in 
determining tangent moduli for soil. Low frequency readings from soil samples have also 
been found to be dependent of soil characteristics such as moisture content and soil type 
when improving frequency dependent models of soil (Alipio and Visacro 2014).  
The intent of this research is to find electrical soil relations with the California 
Bearing Ratio, CBR, values from laboratory testing along with related parameters such as 
initial tangent modulus, and stress values. Data from the CBR test, such as stress values, 
will be used to find relations with resistivity while analyzing frequency behavior. A 
modified version of the CBR test will be used in conjunction with resistance and 
capacitance measurements to determine these relations. Electrical value relations should 
allow the ability of temporal and spatial data collection while being more cost efficient and 
quicker turn over for results compared to traditional CBR lab testing.  
3.2 Recent Resistivity Applications  
The use of resistivity to determine soil properties has yielded several findings in relations 
to unit weight, plasticity indices, water content, degree of saturation, and rock content 
(Ozep et al. 2010; Kibria and Hossain 2012; Zhou et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2016; Kibria and 
Hossain 2018; Rahimi and Siddiqua 2018). Relationships between resistivity 
measurements of soil and the plasticity index when analyzing underground pipeline 
corrosiveness from different soils shows that resistivity along with some chemical 
compositions were correlated to plasticity index and liquid limit via empirical relations 
(Kibria and Hossain 2018). Relationships between water content and resistivity are also 
hypothesized when applying computer modeling applications to large data sets of soil 
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samples looking for possible relations, the derived model can improve the relationships 
between resistivity and water content but is limited to sands only (Ozcep et al. 2010). 
Resistivity is related to water content of clays along with variations in unit weight where 
average ranges of resistivity were determined at consistent moisture contents while the unit 
weight varied for different samples (Kibria and Hossain 2012). It is also found that 
increased soil saturation inversely affects electrical resistivity, as soil porosity decreases 
electrical resistivity decreases also (Zhou et al. 2015). Research analyzing soil barriers 
around contaminated waste sites found that resistivity was a valid parameter to determine 
water saturation levels using a relationship between soil suction (Rahimi and Siddiqua 
2018). Relationship between the number of rocks present in a soil sample and resistivity, 
shows that soils with more rocks present had higher resistivity values (Zhou et al. 2016). 
These previous studies refer to applicable uses for resistivity in the geotechnical related 
areas, this supports the focus of this paper in which resistivity is derived from electrical 
measurements of soil samples during CBR testing. One recent research aligns with the 
same focus as this paper using only some different techniques. Akintorinwa and Oluwole 
(2018) found that resistivity could accurately predict moisture content, liquid limit, 
plasticity index, and CBR values using empirically derived equations. The process by 
Akintorinwa and Oluwole (2018) involved gathering field samples at different locations 
and using the Schlumberger in field resistivity measurement technique. The research in this 
paper attempts to use lab reconstructed samples and electrical measurements as the lab 
CBR test in being conducted. The process used in this paper allows for the ability to set 
multiple densities and moisture contents to seek trends across the spectrum. This previous 
work conducted was limited to certain moisture contents and densities. The goal of this 
current paper is to find similar relationships as the previous researchers but using different 
techniques and different soil parameters. A relationship with resistivity and CBR should 
exist even with a change in data acquisition.  
The California Bearing Ratio has been used for decades for analyzing soil subgrade as the 
ASTM D1883 testing standard. Laboratory technologies have been developed to measure 
real time CBR values such as the WinSAS software version 1.17 from Durham Geo Slope 
Indicator (https://durhamgeo.com/resources/download-pages/software/). The WinSAS 
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software was used in this research to provide load measurements, displacement 
measurements, and a CBR value.  
3.3 Means and Methods 
Soil samples from two source locations were analyzed in this research. Soils from both the 
Kentucky River and Ohio River had previously been gathered into source bins with Ohio 
considered a coarse-grained sand and Kentucky considered a fine-grained sand. The 
classification of these two source sites was based on the physical appearance and texture 
of the sands, Ohio River consisted of much larger grain sizes than Kentucky River. 17 
samples were analyzed from the Ohio River and 16 samples were analyzed from the 
Kentucky River; all samples were dried for at least 24 hours prior to testing to allow for 
dry soil condition assumptions. Densities for each of the 33 lab reconstructed samples 
ranged from 314.7 kN m to 318.5kN m as shown in Table 3.1. Gravimetric water contents 
for each of the samples were set at either 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, or 25 percent based on the 
corresponding density and source location. Ohio River samples had higher densities and 
lower water contents shown in Table 3.1. Kentucky River samples had lower densities and 
higher water contents. The mold used for each of the samples was a modified proctor mold 
with volume of 32,123.8 cm . The amount of soil used was simply the mold volume 
multiplied by the set density. Target gravimetric water contents, tθ , were determined for 
each of the samples as seen in Table 3.1. Once the determined amounts of water and soil 
were measured for each sample, they were thoroughly mixed and placed into a modified 
proctor mold. Samples were loaded in five lifts and compressed at approximately 0.5 
mm/min. Each sample was compressed to a target height of 15.25 mm, which is flush with 
the top of the mold once the collar is removed. The loading frame was then stopped for 
approximately 10 sec before gradually unloading the sample. The ASTM D1883-16 for 
CBR testing uses a CBR specific mold while this research used a modified proctor mold. 
The difference in these molds is the use of a spacer in the CBR mold but both molds have 
the same volume of soil. The volume of a modified proctor mold is the same as a CBR 




3.3.1 Testing Procedures 
After compressing the soil flush with the mold top, two electrical probes measuring 
190 mm in length were inserted 87 mm into each sample using the wood guide shown in 
Figure 3.1. The probes were 102 mm apart with 25 mm distance from the edge of the mold. 
The guide shown in Figure 3.1 was made to provide consistent placement of the probes 
into each sample at the same exact spacing and depth. Note that the collar was left on the 
mold until the probes were inserted into the sample.  
 
Figure 3.1. Electrical Probe Alignment with Wood Guide. 
The configuration of the sample once the probes were installed is shown in Figure 
3.2 with the piston resting atop the sample. Load measurements were taken based on the 
CBR specified rate of 1.3 mm/min using a piston with a cross sectional area of 219.25 cm
. A dielectric LCR meter was used to gather resistance and capacitance measurements from 
the two probes during CBR testing. Frequency and voltage for the LCR meter were set at 
10 MHz and 2 V for all 33 samples. The piston was then seated against or nearly against 
the sample and directly between the two electrical probes prior to starting the CBR test as 
seen in Figure 3.2. Readings from the LCR meter were recorded at multiple intervals during 
penetration of the piston to determine electrical relations as the sample approached peak 
stress and corresponding CBR values at 2.54 mm. Measurements were taken until the 




Figure 3.2. Molded Sample with Electrical Probes Prior to Testing 
A typical sample post testing is shown in Figure 3.3, which shows that several 
samples had significant cracking and upheave during testing. Once the test was finished, a 
corrected CBR value was given. After the test was complete a small sample, specimen, 
from the mold was taken to determine the actual gravimetric water content. Weights were 
taken of the specimen prior to drying and then after the specimen had dried in the oven for 
approximately 24 hours. After the sample was removed from the loading frame and piston, 
a four-prong probe was inserted into the sample to obtain real and dielectric measurements, 
resulting in the four holes of the piston in print seen in Figure 3.2. The dielectric constants 
measured after testing were found to be inconclusive with no relations present and the data 
was not analyzed due to inconsistencies. Actual gravimetric water contents, θ , were found 
for each of the samples as shown in Table 3.1. The differences in tθ  and θ  are shown in 
Table 3.1, where the actual gravimetric water contents were lower than the targets for 32 
of the samples. The differences in gravimetric contents were a few percentage points for 





Figure 3.3. Sample after Testing with Cracking. 
3.3.2 Load Displacement Data and Modulus Displacement Behavior 
The data obtained from CBR testing was plotted to show stress values versus 
displacement. The displacement values were corrected based on some minor static values 
at the beginning of testing as the piston met the sample. The piston was seated perfect atop 
some samples while some had minor travel prior to contact, which is where the need for a 
correction to the displacement values directly from testing were needed. Stress values were 
also corrected due to some fluctuations in the load cell readings and travel prior to impact. 
Figure 3.4 shows corrected displacement versus corrected stress measurements for the 33 
samples analyzed. The vertical line in Figure 3.4A through Figure 3.4H represents the 2.54 
mm value that is used for performing the hand calculations per ASTM- D1883-16; this 
research used the CBR value provided from the data corresponding to 2.54 mm of 
displacement. Figure 3.4A represents the 316.19 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 
3.4B represents the 315.72 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 3.4C represents the 
315.24 kN m Kentucky River samples, and Figure 3.4D represents the 314.77 kN m
Kentucky River samples. The behavior of the Kentucky River samples tends to have higher 
stress values for higher target gravimetric moisture contents, such as 20 and 25 percent, 
except for Figure 3.4B which shows lower maximum stress values for 20 and 25 percent 
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moisture contents. Most samples analyzed reached a peak stress value prior to 6 mm 
displacement but samples with target moisture contents of 20 and 25 percent exceeded the 
6 mm window with peak stress corresponding to the end of testing for two of the samples 
shown in Table 3.1. The behavior for Kentucky River samples performed with similar 
magnitudes across all densities and moisture contents until 2 mm of displacement. At 2 
mm of displacement, the 12 and 15 percent samples trended with alike behavior while the 
20 and 25 percent samples trended similarly for all four densities. Kentucky River samples 
at the lower densities of 315.24 kN m  and 314.77  kN m  had less defined apices 
compared to the dense Kentucky River samples.  
Figure 3.4E represents the 318.54 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.4F represents 
the 317.92 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.4G represents the 317.29 kN m Ohio 
River Samples, and Figure 3.4H represents the 316.66 kN m samples. The Ohio River all 
reached a peak stress prior to 4 mm of displacement compared to the Kentucky River 
samples such as comparing Figure 3.4A with Figure 3.4E, Figure 3.4E samples had peak 
stress values close to the 2.54 mm mark where Figure 3.4A reached peak stress well past 
that mark. Peak stress behavior for Ohio River samples appears related to density with the 
denser samples having more defined apices and higher peak stress values shown in Table 
3.1. Most Ohio River samples with target moisture contents at 6 and 9 percent remain at 
constant or nearly constant stress values once peak stress is reached. Ohio River samples 
with higher moisture contents of 12 and 15 percent had better defined apices along with 
peak values occurring past the 2.54 mm mark. As seen in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4, peak 





Figure 3.4. Load Displacement versus Stress Behavior. (A) is 16.19 3kN m Kentucky 
River. (B) is 15.72 3kN m Kentucky River. (C) is 15.24 3kN m Kentucky River. (D) is 
14.77 3kN m Kentucky River. (E) is 18.54 3kN m Ohio River. (F) is 17.92 3kN m Ohio 
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The tangent moduli for each of the samples was found as a function of displacement 
shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5A represents the 316.19 kN m Kentucky River samples, 
Figure 3.5B represents the 315.72 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 3.5C represents 
the 315.24 kN m Kentucky River samples, and Figure 3.5D represents the 314.77 kN m
Kentucky River samples. Figure 3.5E represented the 318.54 kN m Ohio River samples, 
Figure 3.5F represented the 317.92 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.5G represented 
the 317.29 kN m Ohio River Samples, and Figure 3.5H represents the 316.66 kN m
samples. As seen in Figure 3.5A through 3.5H, the static and fluctuation readings were 
present until 0.5 mm corrected displacement. Static measurements were slightly more 
present for samples with lower moisture contents such as 12 percent for Kentucky River 
and 6 percent for Ohio River samples. The Kentucky River samples reached a maximum 
tangent modulus from 2 mm to 3 mm of displacement where the Ohio River Samples 
reached a maximum tangent modulus from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm of displacement. Trend for 
the Kentucky River samples for tangent modulus, shown in Figure 3.5, were smoother 
curved as the data reached pre and post peak while the Ohio River samples were much 
stiffer with better noticeable apices than Kentucky River as seen when comparing Figure 
3.5D with Figure 3.5H. Kentucky River samples with 12 and 15 percent moisture content 
resemble symmetry about the maximum tangent modulus such as Figure 3.5B, with the 
symmetry being more present in denser samples. Symmetry is not present in Figure 3.5D 
for any moisture contents. The Kentucky River samples at 12 and 15 percent moisture 
content follow similar trends per density value and are closely related in behavior. Moisture 
contents of 20 and 25 percent do not follow similar behavior for Kentucky River samples 
seen by the deviations in Figure 3.5A and 3.5C where 20 percent is at the opposite spectrum 
from 25 percent. Maximum tangent moduli for the Ohio River samples are reflective of 
densities as Figure 3.5H has apices under 1 mm of displacement for all moisture contents 
compared to Figure 5E which has apices from 2 to 2.5 mm. The denser Ohio samples have 
minimal static readings past 0.5 mm while some static behavior is visible prior to maximum 
tangent modulus for the less dense sample such as Figure 3.5H. When comparing Figure 
3.5E with 3.5H, the behavior pre and post peak is similar with no static for Figure 3.5E 




Figure 3.5. Tangent Modulus versus Displacement. (A) is 16.19 3kN m Kentucky River. 
(B) is 15.72 3kN m Kentucky River. (C) is 15.24 3kN m Kentucky River. (D) is 14.77
3kN m Kentucky River. (E) is 18.54 3kN m Ohio River. (F) is 17.92 3kN m Ohio River. 












































































































































































































Table 3.1 shows the soil parameters for peak tangent moduli, maxE , CBR values, peak 
stress values, σ , and the comparison of gravimetric water contents where θ is the actual 
gravimetric water content from oven drying and tθ  was the target gravimetric water 
contents prior to compacting the soil into the molds. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows 
relations based on the target gravimetric water contents, but one can conclude from Table 
1 the deviations are minor and no real change in figure trends would be present due to a 
2R  value of 0.82 for the two data sets. The ranges of peak stress for Kentucky River 
samples were typically higher than Ohio River by several 100 kPa even though the density 
ranges for Kentucky River were lower than Ohio River. Peak initial tangent moduli were 
within the same proximity for both Kentucky River and Ohio River samples as seen in 
Table 3.1 with no real relations found between maxE  and moisture content. CBR values for 
the 33 samples analyzed ranged from 1.95 to 11.38.  
 
Table 3.1. Mechanical Parameters of Soil. 
Location ( )2γ kN m  ( )tθ  %  θ (%)  ( )σ kPa  CBR  ( )maxE  MPa  
Kentucky 
River 16.19 25 
19.55 983.52 8.57 43.40 
Kentucky 
River 16.19 20 
18.99 669.54 8.57 28.71 
Kentucky 
River 16.19 15 
14.04 741.11 10.13 34.33 
Kentucky 
River 
16.19 12 11.09 597.96 8.46 29.44 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 25 
20.82 678.77 4.69 14.35 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 20 
18.80 491.76 6.16 17.20 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 15 
14.37 611.82 8.38 25.28 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 12 
11.78 651.07 9.92 30.16 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 25 
19.10 842.69 11.38 34.75 
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Location ( )2γ kN m  ( )tθ  %  θ (%)  ( )σ kPa  CBR  ( )maxE  MPa  
Kentucky 
River 15.24 20 
18.77 445.59 5.42 14.80 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 15 
14.13 577.19 7.86 25.78 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 12 
11.71 514.85 6.83 22.46 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 25 
20.27 888.87 7.92 26.71 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 20 
18.60 551.79 7.07 24.48 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 15 
13.93 447.90 5.96 18.80 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 12 
11.21 507.92 7.29 26.29 
Ohio River 18.54 20 10.03 325.53 4.39 18.41 
Ohio River 18.54 15 10.58 473.29 6.59 25.13 
Ohio River 18.54 12 8.66 503.31 7.03 32.43 
Ohio River 18.54 9 7.60 311.68 4.41 19.13 
Ohio River 17.92 20 12.3 307.06 4.39 19.69 
Ohio River 17.92 15 9.6 399.41 5.42 23.99 
Ohio River 17.92 12 9.0 383.25 5.36 25.40 
Ohio River 17.92 9 9.4 198.55 2.74 20.56 
Ohio River 17.92 6 5.5 175.46 2.50 18.06 
Ohio River 17.29 15 11.07 230.87 3.17 25.40 
Ohio River 17.29 12 9.52 226.26 3.15 25.06 
Ohio River 17.29 9 8.30 237.80 3.31 25.40 
Ohio River 17.29 6 5.89 189.32 2.64 14.16 
Ohio River 16.66 15 12.02 221.64 2.72 12.47 
Ohio River 16.66 12 9.45 152.38 1.99 21.33 
Ohio River 16.66 9 8.31 226.26 1.95 21.87 
Ohio River 16.66 6 6.26 143.14 1.95 13.78 
γ is unit weight, tθ  is the target gravimetric water content, θ  is the actual oven dried 
gravimetric water content, σ  is peak stress, and maxE  is the maximum tangent modulus. 
3.3.3 Capacitance and Resistance Data Measurements 
Once the load frame began to move capacitance values were recorded at intervals until the 
test was completed. Capacitance values, C , were normalized for each of the samples with 
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the initial measurement, iniC , shown in Table 3.2. Capacitance was correlated all data to 
initial conditions and provide comparisons of equal magnitude. Capacitance values were 
corrected also due to some travel between piston and sample. Figure 3.6A represents the 
316.19 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 3.6B represents the 315.72 kN m
Kentucky River samples, Figure 3.6C represents the 315.24 kN m Kentucky River 
samples, and Figure 3.6D represents the 314.77 kN m Kentucky River samples. Figure 
3.6E represented the 318.54 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.6F represented the 
317.92 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.6G represented the 317.29 kN m Ohio River 
Samples, and Figure 3.6H represents the 316.66 kN m samples. As seen with most of the 
Kentucky River samples, except for some sample in Figure 3.6A, as piston displacement 
increased the normalized capacitance values from 1.0 or nearly 1.0 decreases. In contrast, 
Ohio River samples continue to increase as displacement increases. Kentucky River 
samples with 12 and 15 percent moisture contents performed similar except for the 
315.72 kN m samples. Capacitance measurements for Kentucky River are less sporadic 
with loose samples seen in Figure 3.6C and 3.6D. Kentucky River samples all began at a 
normalized capacitance value of 1.0 and decreased with increased displacement except for 
2 samples in Figure 3.6A. Ohio river samples all started at normalized capacitance of 1.0 
and increased with displacement. Ohio River samples had more sporadic behavior for all 
densities than Kentucky River samples. Moisture contents of 6 and 9 percent for Ohio River 
samples performed with similar behavior and magnitude per density values. Average initial 
capacitance values were 9.79 pF  and 8.89 pF for Kentucky River and Ohio River samples 
shown in Table 3.2. Average iniC  for all 33 samples is 9.34 pF , which shows that analysis 
based on initial capacitance may not provide reasonable conclusions due to minor 




Figure 3.6. Normalized Capacitance versus Displacement. (A) is 16.19 3kN m Kentucky 
River. (B) is 15.72 3kN m Kentucky River. (C) is 15.24 3kN m Kentucky River. (D) is 
14.77 3kN m Kentucky River. (E) is 18.54 3kN m Ohio River. (F) is 17.92 3kN m Ohio 
River. (G) is 17.29 3kN m Ohio River. (H) is 16.66 3kN m Ohio River. 
Resistance measurements were taken at the same interval and method as for 
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values. Resistance, Rp , was normalized with the initial resistance reading, iniRp , for each 
of the 33 samples analyzed. Resistance values were normalized to relate all data to initial 
conditions and because raw data ranged from 533 Ω  to 5970 Ω  , shown in Table 3.2, 
preventing an analysis from raw data. Figure 3.7A represents the 316.19 kN m Kentucky 
River samples, Figure 3.7B represents the 315.72 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 
3.7C represents the 315.24 kN m Kentucky River samples, and Figure 3.7D represents the 
314.77 kN m Kentucky River samples. Figure 3.7E represented the 318.54 kN m Ohio 
River samples, Figure 3.7F represented the 317.92 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.7G 
represented the 317.29 kN m Ohio River Samples, and Figure 3.7H represents the 
316.66 kN m samples. Normalized resistance values for both Kentucky River and Ohio 
River samples decreased as corrected displacement values increased reflecting a possible 
relationship based on behavior. Initial assumptions were that a relationship was present 
between behavior and resistivity, density, or water contents, but further analysis needs done 
to determine relations. Normalized resistance values started at 1.0 and decreased with 
increasing displacement until approximately 0.8. Kentucky River samples with 12 and 15 
percent moisture contents performed with similar trends but varying magnitudes. Kentucky 
River samples with moisture contents at 25 percent all had the lowest resistance value 
ranges. Normalize resistance values were closest in magnitude until 1 mm of displacement, 
then the magnitudes deviated with varying moisture contents. Initial resistance values were 
converted to initial resistivity, iniR , values shown in Table 3.2. Resistivity was found easier 
to analysis due to the smaller ranges from 57.56 Ω m⋅  to 644.71 Ω m⋅  compared to iniRp  
values. The user could easily convert resistance values from Figure 3.7 to resistivity values 
if needed, but this research presented resistance values because the LCR meter provided 
capacitance and resistance values during data acquisition. Average initial resistance values 
for Ohio River samples were 2632.4 Ω  while Kentucky River samples had an average 
iniRp  of 910.8 Ω  resulting in a difference of 1721.6 Ω . Average resistivity values for 
Ohio River and Kentucky River samples were 284.27 Ω m⋅ and 98.35 Ω m⋅ where the 
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difference is 185.92 Ω m⋅ . Resistivity variations are much less than resistance variations 












Figure 3.7. Normalized Resistance versus Displacement. (A) is 16.19 3kN m Kentucky 
River. (B) is 15.72 3kN m Kentucky River. (C) is 15.24 3kN m Kentucky River. (D) is 
14.77 3kN m Kentucky River. (E) is 18.54 3kN m Ohio River. (F) is 17.92 3kN m Ohio 
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Table 3.2. Initial Electrical Data Measurements 
Location ( )2γ kN m  ( )tθ  %  θ (%)  ( )iniC pF  ( )iniRp Ω  ( )iniR Ω m⋅  
Kentucky 
River 16.19 25 
19.55 12.02 676 73.00 
Kentucky 
River 16.19 20 
18.99 11.48 606 65.42 
Kentucky 
River 16.19 15 
14.04 10.81 1040 112.31 
Kentucky 
River 16.19 12 
11.09 8.53 1540 166.31 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 25 
20.82 10.71 735 79.37 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 20 
18.80 10.08 659 71.17 
Kentucky 
River 
15.72 15 14.37 9.80 1050 113.39 
Kentucky 
River 15.72 12 
11.78 8.89 1420 153.35 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 25 
19.10 10.40 751 81.10 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 20 
18.77 12.42 710 76.65 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 15 
14.13 8.90 912 98.45 
Kentucky 
River 15.24 12 
11.71 8.39 1100 118.79 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 25 
20.27 11.01 836 90.24 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 20 
18.60 6.13 533 57.56 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 15 
13.93 8.48 885 95.59 
Kentucky 
River 14.77 12 
11.21 8.51 1120 120.95 
Ohio River 18.54 20 10.03 10.73 1250 134.99 
Ohio River 18.54 15 10.58 9.85 1440 155.51 
Ohio River 18.54 12 8.66 9.54 1190 128.51 
Ohio River 18.54 9 7.60 8.28 3240 349.89 
Ohio River 17.92 20 12.3 10.24 2180 235.42 
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Location ( )2γ kN m  ( )tθ  %  θ (%)  ( )iniC pF  ( )iniRp Ω  ( )iniR Ω m⋅  
Ohio River 17.92 15 9.6 10.00 1380 149.03 
Ohio River 17.92 12 9.0 9.51 1050 113.39 
Ohio River 17.92 9 9.4 7.78 3000 323.98 
Ohio River 17.92 6 5.5 6.72 5140 555.08 
Ohio River 17.29 15 11.07 10.23 1950 210.58 
Ohio River 17.29 12 9.52 9.38 1540 166.31 
Ohio River 17.29 9 8.30 7.98 2280 246.22 
Ohio River 17.29 6 5.89 7.22 4680 505.40 
Ohio River 16.66 15 12.02 10.40 2270 245.14 
Ohio River 16.66 12 9.45 8.92 3470 374.73 
Ohio River 16.66 9 8.31 7.99 2720 293.74 
Ohio River 16.66 6 6.26 6.39 5970 644.71 
γ is unit weight, tθ  is the target gravimetric water content, θ  is the actual oven dried 
gravimetric water content, iniC  is the initial Capacitance value, iniRp  is the initial resistance 
value, and iniR  is the initial resistivity value. 
3.3.4 Frequency Sweep Data 
Initial electrical measurements were taken for each of the 33 samples prior to testing 
at different frequency ranges. The electrical input for each sample remained at 2.0 V for 
the entire testing process but initial readings were taken at frequency ranges of 1, 2, 5, 10, 
and 15 MHz referred to as a frequency sweep. Frequency measurements were taken once 
a sample resembled Figure 3.2 setup. Figure 3.8A represents the 316.19 kN m Kentucky 
River samples, Figure 3.8B represents the 315.72 kN m Kentucky River samples, Figure 
3.8C represents the 315.24 kN m Kentucky River samples, and Figure 3.8D represents the 
314.77 kN m Kentucky River samples. Figure 3.8E represented the 318.54 kN m Ohio 
River samples, Figure 3.8F represented the 317.92 kN m Ohio River samples, Figure 3.8G 
represented the 317.29 kN m Ohio River Samples, and Figure 3.8H represents the 
316.66 kN m samples. When analyzing the frequency sweep behavior, a common value 
for resistance is noticed at 10 MHz for the Ohio River Samples with Figure 3.8E showing 
the best representation. All Ohio River densities show that at approximately 10 MHz the 
gravimetric water content is independent of the resistance value. The Kentucky River 
samples all show that resistance values were closest with varying water contents at 
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approximately 5 MHz to 10 MHz but relations are not as present as with Ohio River 
samples. The denser Ohio River samples appear to provide better correlations for frequency 
sweeps such as Figure 3.8E and Figure 3.8F. Less dense sample such as Figure 3.8C and 
Figure 3.8D suggest better frequency sweep behavior but further analysis needs done to 
determine relations to density and behavior. Kentucky River samples all had much higher 





Figure 3.8. Resistance Variations with Frequency Changes. (A) is 16.19 3kN m Kentucky 
River. (B) is 15.72 3kN m Kentucky River. (C) is 15.24 3kN m Kentucky River. (D) is 
14.77 3kN m Kentucky River. (E) is 18.54 3kN m Ohio River. (F) is 17.92 3kN m Ohio 
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3.3.5 Geometric Factor Data and Derivation 
To relate resistance to resistivity, a geometric factor is needed based on the capacitance 
value of water. The procedure used to determine a geometric factor is illustrated in Figure 
3.9, which shows the electrical probes taking measurements of deionized water to 
determine wC  in Equation 3.1. The spacing for the electrical probes was the same 102 mm 
using in the soil sample. The inserted depth of each probe into deionized water was the 
same for the soil sample, 87 mm. Equation 3.1 shows the derivation for the geometric 
factor, fg , based on a given frequency. The real dielectric constant, κ′ , was found for the 
deionized water using a Stevens Hydro-Probe placed in the bucket shown in Figure 3.9.  
 
Figure 3.9. Geometric Factor Procedure Layout. 
The equation for resistivity is shown as Equation 3.1. The geometric factor, fg , was found 
to be -19.26 m  for all samples. Once the fg was found for deionized water, the initial 




κ κg  = 
C
′⋅                                                                      (3.1) 
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where 0κ = 8.85E-12F m or the permittivity of free space, κ′  is the real dielectric constant, 
and wC  is the capacitance of water at a given frequency. 
ini ini fR = Rp g⋅                                                                  (3.2) 
where iniRp  is the initial resistance measurement, iniR  is the initial resistance value, and 
fg  is the geometric factor found from Equation 3.1.   
The output values for the LCR meter were left at 2.0 V for the geometric factor derivations 
while the frequency was set at 1, 2, 5, and 10 MHz. The changes in frequency resulted in 
varying geometric factors shown in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.10 shows the geometric factor 
was consistent until 5 MHz, in which the factor then began to decrease.  
 
Figure 3.10. Geometric Factor Variation with Frequency. 
3.4 Analysis of Data 
The 33 samples analyzed showed some empirical relationships between the different 
laboratory derived data. Resistance values for the initial measurements were converted to 
resistivity values due to better predictions using CurveExpert Professional version 2.6.5 
from Hyams Development (https://www.curveexpert.net/) and the previously mention 
reasoning. For determining model correlations in CurveExpert, 75 percent of the data was 
used by randomly removing a data set for each density range. The remaining 25 percent 
























3.4.1 General Relationships for Mechanical Behavior 
An attempt to determine tangent modulus was done by Powell et al. (1984) which 
established an equation to predict tangent modulus from CBR shown as Equation 3.3. This 
research applied Equation 3.3 along with the calibration factor, 1C , as 0.4. Equation 3.3 
was found to predict the actual measured data with an 2R  of 0.32. The performance of 
Powell et al. (1984) is shown in Figure 3.11 as the dash dot line with the prediction 
appearing to inversely reflect the data.  
( ) ( )0.641E MPa  = C 17.6 CBR⋅                                    (3.3) 
where E  is tangent modulus with units of MPa and 1C  is a calibration factor of 0.4. 
The CBR value was used for continued analysis to determine a relationship between the 
measured maximum tangent modulus, maxE . Equation 3.4 shows the empirical relations 
using the Geometric form of a power law type equation with tα  and tβ  as 17.41 and 0.025 
to provide results in MPa. Equation 3.4 predicts the maximum tangent modulus with an 
2R of 0.63. Figure 3.11 shows that Equation 3.4 can provide reasonable predictions for 
maximum tangent modulus. 
( )tβ CBR
max tE  = α CBR
⋅⋅                                       (3.4) 




Figure 3.11. Performance of Powel et al. (1984) and Equation 3.4. 
The comparison of Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 to actual data is shown in Figure 
3.12. The closed points in Figure 3.12 represents Equation 3.4 data while the open points 
represent the Powell et al. (1984) predictions. Based on Figure 3.12, Equation 3.4 predicts 
the data better than the Equation 3.3 even with adjusting the calibration factor to 0.4. 
 
Figure 3.12. Comparison between Powell et al. (1984) and Equation 3.4 to Actual Lab 
Data. 
3.4.1.1 Peak Stress and CBR Relations 
The peak stress measurement for each sample was analyzed in relations to the CBR 
value as shown in Figure 3.13. The relationship between σ  and CBR was found using a 
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68.78. Equation 3.5 predicts the behavior of peak stress and CBR great with an 2R of 0.85. 
Equation 3.5 predicts CBR values up until an 8. Additional samples from different source 
locations could improve the performance of Equation 3.5 to allow for predictions across 
all ranges of CBR values. 
( )aβ σ
aCBR = α σ⋅                                            (3.5) 
where aα  and aβ  are 16.2 and -68.78 and σ  is the peak stress value in kPa. 
 
Figure 3.13. Peak Stress versus CBR. 
3.4.2 General Relationships for Electrical Measurement Behavior 
3.4.2.1 Initial Resistivity and Peak Stress Relations 
Peak stress analyzed in relation to initial resistivity, iniR , was found to be related 
using the Bleasdale form of equation shown as Equation 3.6. Equation 3.6 predicts peak 
stress well given an 2R of 0.67 with σα , σβ , and σδ as 0.019, 0.0009, and 0.562. Once the 
initial resistivity values get below 100 Ωm  in Figure 3.13, the predictions become less 
valid. Resistivity values above 100 Ωm provide better predictions of peak stress, σ , as 
shown in Figure 13. 
( ) ( )σ-1 δσ σ iniσ = α + β  R⋅                                         (3.6) 




















Figure 3.14. Initial Resistivity versus Peak Stress. 
3.4.2.2 Initial Resistivity and CBR Relations 
The analysis of resistivity and the CBR gave an empirical relationship using a 
modified Natural Logarithm equation. Equation 3.7 predicts the WinSAS CBR using initial 
resistivity values moderately well with an 2R of 0.55. Figure 3.14 shows that as the 
resistivity decreases to around 100 Ωm the prediction is not as valid. Additional samples 
from different source sites could help improve the prediction of Equation 3.7. Equation 3.7 
still provides some predictions for CBR with nα  and nβ  as 21.42 and -3.07.  
( )n n iniCBR = α + β ln R⋅                                            (3.7) 


























Figure 3.15. Initial Resistivity versus CBR 
Combining the two equations using peak stress into one equation results in Equation 
3.8. Placing equation 3.6 into Equation 3.5 gives an equation that predicts CBR from initial 
resistivity values with an 2R  of 0.59. The Prediction of Equation 3.8 is shown in Figure 
3.16 which performs like Figure 3.15. The difference between Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 
is that Figure 3.16 using peak stress relations where Figure 3.15 is solely iniR  and CBR. 
Equation 3.8 predicts slightly better than Equation 3.7 but is more complex form of 
equation. The use of peak stress allows the user flexibility when determining CBR values, 
where the user could use Equation 3.5 or Equation 3.6 if peak stress values were given and 
then find CBR values using Equation 3.8. If the user only had resistivity measurements, 
the user could use either Equation 3.7 or Equation 3.8 in which both would provide similar 
results. 





-1 δ α + β  R
a σ σ iniCBR = α α + β  R
 
 



















Figure 3.16. Initial Resistivity versus CBR using Equation 3.8 
3.4.2.3 Predicting Tangent Modulus using Electrical Data 
Analyzing the relationship between tangent modulus and initial resistivity did not 
provide a reasonable correlation as with the previous derived equations. A two-step 
approach was done to relate tangent modulus behavior with normalized resistance behavior 
using two previously derived empirical equations. Equation 3.4 was placed into Equation 
3.7 resulting in Equation 3.9. Equation 3.9 predicts the data poorly with an 2R of 0.11 
shown in Figure 3.17.  
( )( ) ( )( )t n n iniβ  α + β ln Rmax t n n iniE  = α α + β ln R
 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                   (3.9)         
Another attempt to predict tangent modulus using electrical data is done by finding a 
relationship for behavior of resistance versus displacement for each sample then finding a 
relationship between displacement and tangent modulus. This resulted in the Bleasdale 
shown in Equation 3.10 to determine displacement and the Quadratic shown in Equation 
3.11 to predict tangent modulus. The coefficients for Equation 3.10 are shown in Table 3.4, 
where bα , bβ , and bδ  are dependent fitting parameters shown in Table 3.4. The variables 
for Equation 3.10 are unique for each sample and further investigation needs done to relate 
the parameters. Equation 3.11 relates maximum tangent modulus to displacement using the 
Reciprocal Quadratic equation. Equation 3.11 consist of fitting parameters unique to each 
sample shown in Table 3.3. The user could derive a feasible prediction of tangent modulus 



















was found for each of the 33 sample by dividing the maximum tangent modulus by the 
tangent modulus as 2.54 mm. The values for fM  are shown in Table 3.3. A generic fM
value of 1.15 was used for comparison shown in Figure 3.17. The equations and approach 
using Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 is limited in repeatability since the parameters are very 















                                   (3.10) 
where bα , bβ , and bδ  are shown in Table 3.3, 2.54Rp  is the resistance value at 2.54mm, 




Figure 3.17. Normalized Resistance versus Displacement Predictions using Bleasdale in 
Equation 3.10. (A) is a 16.19 3kN m Kentucky River sample, (B) is a 15.24 3kN m
Kentucky River sample, (C) is an 18.54 3kN m Ohio River sample, and (D) is a 17.29 
3kN m Ohio River sample. 
Using Equation 3.10 to predict the normalized resistance data is best represented until 5mm 
of displacement then the predictions become non-representative of the actual data. As seen 
in Figure 3.17, the predicted data deviates from the actual data once corrected displacement 
reaches approximately 5mm. Since the displacement value corresponding to CBR 
calculations is 2.54mm, using Equation 3.12 should provide accurate values for CBR and 
resistance correlations.  
( ) ( )
2.54
2.54 2
q q 2.54 q 2.54
DE  = 
α +  β D  + δ D⋅ ⋅
                                      (3.11) 
where 2.54D  is displacement at 2.54 mm, qα , qβ , and qδ  are fitting parameters shown in 
























































































































Combining Equation 3.10 into Equation 3.11 yields the new Equation 3.12 to determine 
tangent modulus values at 2.54 mm of displacement. The performance of Equation 3.12 
















E  = 





   
   




    
       ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                  
            (3.12) 
 
Figure 3.18. Double Empirical Prediction and Table 3.3 Prediction. Closed points are 
using Equation 3.12 and open points are using Equation 3.9.  
 
Applying a generic fM to Equation 3.12 to predict the maximum tangent modulus 
yields Equation 3.13. The user could determine reasonable maximum tangent moduli using 
Equation 3.13 as supported by the unity plot in Figure 3.19 where the open points represent 
the generic fM . Using Equation 3.13 slightly under predicts the actual values for 






























Predicted Tangent Modulus at 2.54mm (MPa)
Ohio River w/ Eqn 3.12
Kentucky River w/ Eqn 3.12
Ohio River w/ Eqn 3.9
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  ⋅  
     
        ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                     
  (3.13) 
 
Figure 3.19. Comparison of Actual fM  and Generic fM  of 1.15 using Equation 3.13. 
Table 3.3. Quadratic Fitting Parameters. 
Soil ( )3γ kN m   ( )θ %  qα  qβ  qδ  fM  
Ohio River 
18.54 10.03 0.203 -0.149 0.050 1.12 
18.54 10.58 0.254 -0.170 0.043 1.01 
18.54 8.66 0.116 -0.092 0.033 1.18 
18.54 7.60 0.182 -0.126 0.044 1.14 
17.92 12.3 0.124 -0.085 0.038 1.18 
17.92 9.6 0.179 -0.132 0.043 1.10 
17.92 9.0 0.120 -0.092 0.037 1.23 
17.92 9.4 0.049 -0.049 0.049 1.97 
17.92 5.5 0.071 -0.069 0.057 1.92 































Predicted Maximum Tangent Modulus (MPa)
Ohio River w/ Actual Mf
Kentucky River w/ Actual Mf
Ohio River w/ Mf = 1.15
Kentucky River w/ Mf = 1.15
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Soil ( )3γ kN m   ( )θ %  qα  qβ  qδ  fM  
17.29 9.52 0.038 -0.040 0.043 2.06 
17.29 8.30 0.050 -0.054 0.045 1.96 
17.29 5.89 0.071 -0.069 0.057 1.39 
16.66 12.02 0.087 -0.041 0.042 1.24 
16.66 9.45 0.012 -0.004 0.053 2.90 
16.66 8.31 0.035 -0.025 0.037 1.78 
16.66 6.26 0.072 -0.089 0.079 2.46 
Kentucky River 
16.19 19.55 0.041 -0.015 0.009 1.05 
16.19 18.99 0.083 -0.032 0.014 1.01 
16.19 14.04 0.079 -0.036 0.014 1.02 
16.19 11.09 0.078 -0.035 0.016 1.02 
15.72 20.82 0.093 0.012 0.010 1.03 
15.72 18.80 0.187 -0.054 0.017 1.07 
15.72 14.37 0.127 -0.049 0.016 1.03 
15.72 11.78 0.126 -0.066 0.020 1.01 
15.24 19.10 0.101 -0.043 0.013 1.01 
15.24 18.77 0.238 -0.067 0.020 1.13 
15.24 14.13 0.136 -0.067 0.021 1.01 
15.24 11.71 0.118 -0.049 0.019 1.01 
14.77 20.27 0.048 -0.002 0.008 1.02 
14.77 18.60 0.064 -0.014 0.013 1.02 
14.77 13.93 0.183 -0.082 0.025 1.00 
14.77 11.21 0.107 -0.057 0.022 1.04 
where qα , qβ , and qδ  are fitting parameters for determining tangent modulus and fM  is 
the ratio between tangent moduli at peak and 2.54 mm.  
 
Table 3.4. Bleasdale Fitting Parameters 






10.03 0.989 0.010 0.0001 0.99 
10.58 0.997 0.004 0.0001 0.89 
8.66 0.992 0.008 0.0003 0.93 
7.60 -2.909 3.936 0.3011 0.93 
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12.33 25.613 -27.777 -0.7640 0.86 
9.57 25.840 -25.432 -0.6547 0.95 
9.01 -21.652 22.853 2.1500 0.95 
9.38 -6.088 7.434 0.5775 0.90 
5.52 0.999 0.001 0.0001 0.92 
11.07 35.301 -34.658 -0.9334 0.96 
9.52 -2.932 3.833 0.1055 1.02 
8.30 -5.143 6.410 0.2218 0.92 
5.89 -1.373 2.621 0.2085 0.85 
12.02 0.999 0.001 0.0001 0.93 
9.45 0.999 0.001 0.0001 0.89 
8.31 -5.345 6.560 0.4444 0.92 
6.26 -5.799 7.670 0.8496 0.82 
Kentucky 
19.55 0.998 0.002 0.0001 0.95 
18.99 0.991 0.009 0.0002 0.99 
14.04 0.756 0.246 0.0068 0.97 
11.09 0.997 0.003 0.0001 0.94 
20.82 -1.727 2.856 0.1490 0.91 
18.80 0.997 0.003 0.0001 0.98 
14.37 34.289 -33.656 -0.7360 0.96 
11.78 0.997 0.003 0.0002 0.94 
19.10 0.574 0.450 0.0348 0.87 
18.77 0.999 0.001 0.00004 0.96 
14.13 -7.950 9.124 0.4350 0.94 
11.71 -8.677 9.826 0.4157 0.95 
20.27 0.998 0.002 0.0001 0.93 
18.60 -14.728 15.882 0.4352 0.97 
13.93 0.996 0.004 0.0001 0.97 
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11.21 -11.180 12.450 0.6056 0.94 
bα , bβ , and bδ  are fitting parameters for relating resistance and displacement, iniRp is the 
initial resistance measurement, and 2.54Rp  is the resistance measurement at 2.54 mm 
displacement. 
3.5 Conclusions 
Based on the findings from this research, the ability to predict soil properties from electrical 
measurements is possible using resistivity and CBR data. Converting resistance 
measurements, taken prior to the piston penetrating the sample, to resistivity values can 
mildly predict CBR along with the peak stress measurements. The peak stress values were 
found to mildly predict CBR values and maximum tangent modulus for the 33 samples 
analyzed. The relationships between peak stress provide reasonable predictions of CBR 
from initial resistivity. It was also found that CBR can slightly predict the maximum 
tangent modulus. The empirical relationships determined in this paper were correlated to 
the actual data with 2R values ranging from 0.55 to 0.85. It was also found that the equation 
by Powel et al. (1984) to determine tangent modulus from CBR values slightly over 
predicts the actual measured values for initial tangent modulus for the majority of the 33 
samples. Resistance was found to predict tangent modulus corresponding to CBR using 
parameters unique to each of the 33 samples. Additional analysis needs done to relate the 
fitting parameters for resistance versus CBR. More source locations could improve the 
empirical relations found along with broader ranges of moisture contents. The empirical 
equations found can provide reasonable predictions allowing for the spatial and temporal 




CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This research sought to determine relations with seismic wave data and soil behavior along 
with electrical data and soil strength properties. Applying these non-destructive methods 
of obtaining data allows for spatial and temporal measurements which could improve the 
limitations to traditional laboratory testing. 
Seismic wave data was found to accurately predict mechanical behavior of soil during both 
stages of CIU triaxial testing. Shear wave velocity was used with a hyperbolic decline 
equation to determine void ratios from start to end of the consolidation stage. Shear wave 
and compression wave data was applied to a modified version of the hyperbolic by Duncan 
and Chang (1970) which was found to accurately predict soil behavior during the shearing 
stage of triaxial testing until maximum stress obliquity occurred. Stress-strain and pore 
pressure behavior was accurately predicted using a modified version of Duncan and Chang 
(1970). Phi-angle predictions were also analyzed using seismic wave data. Modifying the 
equation proposed by Santos and Gomes Correria (2001) to encompass shear wave velocity 
provided accurate predictions of phi-angles once a modification factor was derived to 
correct the predictions.  
Electrical measurements were used to analysis strength properties of soil based on CBR 
test data. Electrical resistance and capacitance values were obtained during CBR testing of 
33 samples. Resistance was converted to resistivity and used to derive relationships with 
peak stress and CBR values. Peak stress values were also found to predict CBR and 
maximum tangent modulus using empirically derived equations. Resistance was found to 
empirically predict the tangent modulus corresponding to CBR and the maximum tangent 
modulus with the use of a modulus factor.  
Based on the findings with this research, shear wave, compression wave, resistance, and 
resistivity values provide ways to determine spatial and temporal measurements of soil to 








River ( )3γ kN m  ( )θ %  ( )ω %  ( )E MPa  ( )0.1E MPa  CBR ( )σ kPa  
Ohio 
18.54 10.03 5.30 19.98 17.78 4.39 323.22 
18.54 10.58 5.60 25.13 24.76 6.59 445.59 
18.54 8.66 4.58 32.43 27.56 7.03 501.00 
18.54 7.60 4.02 19.13 16.76 4.41 304.75 
17.92 12.3 6.7 19.69 16.63 4.39 302.45 
17.92 9.6 5.2 23.99 21.84 5.42 397.10 
17.92 9.0 4.9 25.40 20.57 5.36 374.02 
17.92 9.4 5.1 20.56 10.41 2.74 189.32 
17.92 5.5 3.0 18.06 9.40 2.50 170.85 
17.29 11.07 6.28 25.40 12.06 3.17 219.33 
17.29 9.52 5.40 25.06 12.19 3.15 221.64 
17.29 8.30 4.71 25.40 12.95 3.31 235.49 
17.29 5.89 3.34 14.16 10.16 2.64 184.70 
16.66 12.02 7.08 12.47 10.03 2.72 182.39 
16.66 9.45 5.56 21.33 7.37 1.99 69.47 
16.66 8.31 4.89 21.87 12.32 1.95 0.00 
16.66 6.26 3.69 17.78 7.24 1.95 131.60 
Kentucky 
16.19 19.55 11.85 43.40 41.14 8.57 748.03 
16.19 18.99 11.51 28.71 28.32 8.57 82.82 
16.19 14.04 8.51 34.33 33.65 10.13 611.82 
16.19 11.09 6.72 29.44 28.83 8.46 524.08 
15.72 20.82 13.00 14.35 13.97 4.69 253.96 
15.72 18.80 11.74 17.20 16.13 6.16 293.21 
15.72 14.37 8.97 25.28 24.51 8.38 445.59 
15.72 11.78 7.35 30.16 29.97 9.92 544.86 
15.24 19.10 12.29 34.75 34.41 11.38 625.67 
15.24 18.77 12.08 14.80 13.08 5.42 237.80 
15.24 14.13 9.10 25.78 25.52 7.86 464.06 
15.24 11.71 7.54 22.46 22.32 6.83 401.72 
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River ( )3γ kN m  ( )θ %  ( )ω %  ( )E MPa  ( )0.1E MPa  CBR ( )σ kPa  
14.77 20.27 13.46 26.71 26.16 7.92 475.60 
14.77 18.60 12.35 24.48 24.00 7.07 436.35 
14.77 13.93 9.25 18.80 18.73 5.96 337.08 












Capac. (pF) Resistance (Ω) Resistivity (Ωm) Conduc. (Ω⁻¹) 
Ohio 
River 
325.5 10.8 1240.0 133.9 8.1E-04 
473.3 10.0 1290.0 139.3 7.8E-04 
503.3 9.5 1110.0 119.9 9.0E-04 
311.7 8.5 2980.0 321.8 3.4E-04 
307.1 10.4 1920.0 207.3 5.2E-04 
399.4 10.1 1300.0 140.4 7.7E-04 
383.3 9.4 1000.0 108.0 1.0E-03 
198.6 7.9 2770.0 299.1 3.6E-04 
175.5 6.9 4430.0 478.4 2.3E-04 
230.9 10.8 1570.0 169.5 6.4E-04 
226.3 9.5 1540.0 166.3 6.5E-04 
237.8 8.1 2130.0 230.0 4.7E-04 
189.3 7.3 3960.0 427.6 2.5E-04 
221.6 11.0 1820.0 196.5 5.5E-04 
152.4 9.6 2750.0 297.0 3.6E-04 
226.3 8.1 2500.0 270.0 4.0E-04 
138.5 6.6 4580.0 494.6 2.2E-04 
Kentucky 
River 
983.5 11.9 639.9 69.1 1.6E-03 
669.5 11.3 587.6 63.5 1.7E-03 
741.1 10.8 988.0 106.7 1.0E-03 
598.0 8.6 1430.0 154.4 7.0E-04 
678.8 9.8 624.8 67.5 1.6E-03 
491.8 10.0 640.6 69.2 1.6E-03 
611.8 9.7 995.7 107.5 1.0E-03 
651.1 8.6 1320.0 142.5 7.6E-04 
842.7 9.1 616.6 66.6 1.6E-03 
445.6 12.0 643.8 69.5 1.6E-03 






Capac. (pF) Resistance (Ω) Resistivity (Ωm) Conduc. (Ω⁻¹) 
514.8 8.1 1030.0 111.2 9.7E-04 
888.9 10.6 753.5 81.4 1.3E-03 
551.8 5.4 510.9 55.2 2.0E-03 
447.9 8.1 855.1 92.3 1.2E-03 



















10.73 1250 134.99 7.41E-03 
9.85 1440 155.51 6.43E-03 
9.54 1190 128.51 7.78E-03 
8.28 3240 349.89 2.86E-03 
10.24 2180 235.42 4.25E-03 
10.00 1380 149.03 6.71E-03 
9.51 1050 113.39 8.82E-03 
7.78 3000 323.98 3.09E-03 
6.72 5140 555.08 1.80E-03 
10.23 1950 210.58 4.75E-03 
9.38 1540 166.31 6.01E-03 
7.98 2280 246.22 4.06E-03 
7.22 4680 505.40 1.98E-03 
10.40 2270 245.14 4.08E-03 
8.92 3470 374.73 2.67E-03 
7.99 2720 293.74 3.40E-03 
6.39 5970 644.71 1.55E-03 
Kentucky River 
12.02 676 73.00 1.37E-02 
11.48 606 65.42 1.53E-02 
10.81 1040 112.31 8.90E-03 
8.53 1540 166.31 6.01E-03 
10.71 735 79.37 1.26E-02 
10.08 659 71.17 1.41E-02 
9.80 1050 113.39 8.82E-03 
8.89 1420 153.35 6.52E-03 
10.40 751 81.10 1.23E-02 
12.42 710 76.65 1.30E-02 












8.39 1100 118.79 8.42E-03 
11.01 836 90.24 1.11E-02 
6.13 533 57.56 1.74E-02 
8.48 885 95.59 1.05E-02 

















10.8 1240.0 133.9 8.1E-04 
10.0 1288.4 139.1 7.8E-04 
9.5 1111.6 120.0 9.0E-04 
8.5 3020.0 326.1 3.3E-04 
10.5 1880.0 203.0 5.3E-04 
10.1 1310.0 141.5 7.6E-04 
9.4 1000.0 108.0 1.0E-03 
7.9 2690.4 290.5 3.7E-04 
6.8 4734.0 511.2 2.1E-04 
10.7 1870.0 201.9 5.3E-04 
9.3 1567.6 169.3 6.4E-04 
8.1 2104.8 227.3 4.8E-04 
7.2 3960.0 427.6 2.5E-04 
10.7 2111.8 228.1 4.7E-04 
9.4 3105.6 335.4 3.2E-04 
8.1 2495.2 269.5 4.0E-04 
6.5 4868.0 525.7 2.1E-04 
Kentucky River 
11.8 640.9 69.2 1.6E-03 
11.3 598.3 64.6 1.7E-03 
10.8 1004.0 108.4 1.0E-03 
8.6 1448.0 156.4 6.9E-04 
10.3 669.6 72.3 1.5E-03 
10.0 648.0 70.0 1.5E-03 
9.7 1004.6 108.5 1.0E-03 
8.6 1340.0 144.7 7.5E-04 
9.5 655.5 70.8 1.5E-03 
12.2 680.0 73.4 1.5E-03 
8.5 860.4 92.9 1.2E-03 
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8.2 1048.4 113.2 9.5E-04 
10.8 776.8 83.9 1.3E-03 
5.6 517.4 55.9 1.9E-03 
8.2 859.2 92.8 1.2E-03 
8.3 1049.6 113.4 9.5E-04 
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